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Ivory Personalised Place Card Favour box

Ivory Personalised Place Card Favour box

Practical Place card holder with favour box for storing sweets of confetti. 
Place Card is supplied flat packed, assembly required. Supplied with three 
Elegant rose buds to finish off the box.
Minimum order 24 Pieces
Fascia size 13cm x 8.5cm
Rear Triangle Box size 5cm x 3.5cm x 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  SDPCBOX1 0

Personalised Basic Pedestal 
Favor Box
One of our best selling boxes, the 
pedestal favor box can now be 
Personalised in a variety of bold and 
colorful shades! The bright colors give a 
modern feel to these little boxes. 
Embellish with shiny satin ribbon and fill 
with perfectly delicious edible favors. 
Personalize it with your choice of 
design and custom text to create a truly unique and personal favor box!

One of our best selling boxes, the pedestal favor box can now be 
Personalised in a variety of bold and colorful shades! 
The bright colors give a modern feel to these little boxes. Embellish with 
shiny satin ribbon and fill with perfectly delicious edible favors. Personalize 
it with your choice of design and custom text to create a truly unique and 
personal favor box!
Each pedestal box is made from heavyweight 120 lb cardstock. We can 
accommodate up to 15 characters per line (2 lines of text maximum) 
including punctuation and spacing. This may differ slightly based on the 
font choice. Some larger designs such as the Lovebirds and Hibiscus will be 
printed just below the center of the box with text below. 
Dimensions: 2 1/2"w x 2 1/2"l x 3 1/4"h Boxes are shipped flat and require 
simple folding for assembly. Ribbon is not included.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0476 0

Personalised Basic 
Scalloped Favor Box with 
Ribbon
These matte scalloped favor boxes are 
both elegant and modern! A charming 
packaging choice for those young or 
old, these scallop favors are a must to 
hold favors at a shower, birthday, or 
any other event!

These matte scalloped favor boxes are both elegant and modern! A 
charming packaging choice for those young or old, these scallop favors are 
a must to hold favors at a shower, birthday, or any other event! 
Choose from one of our designs and add your custom text to create a favor 
bag that is truly personal and unique! Scalloped favor boxes are available in 
12 bright shades and are made from heavy 120 lb cardstock. 
Boxes are shipped flat and require simple folding for assembly. 18" of 
ribbon is included with each box and is enough to tie a pretty bow at the 
top of the box.
Ribbon is pre-cut in 18" pieces and is 3/8" wide. Each box has 4 small holes 
at the top center, making it easy to thread and tie the ribbon. 
Dimensions: 1 5/8"w x 2 3/4"l x 3 3/8"h 
Boxes are shipped flat and require simple folding for assembly.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0479 0

Personalised Basic Cube 
Favor Box
A favourite for a little girl, teen or adult, 
these cube favor boxes can be 
Personalised with a variety of feminine 
designs and colors.

A favourite for a little girl, teen or adult, 
these cube favor boxes can be 
Personalised with a variety of feminine 
designs and colors. 
Simply fill with your party favor and the Personalised box is ready to gift! 
These boxes look sweet dressed up with ribbon, or just as is!Each custom 
box is 100 lb, heavy weight cardstock.
Please note: We can print up to 20 characters including spacing and 
punctuation on each line. 
Maximum 2 lines of text, plus design. The design is centered on the box 
with text centered underneath. Dimensions: 2 1/4"x 2 1/4" x 2 1/4" Boxes are 
shipped flat and require simple folding to put together. **Ribbon is not 
included.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0481 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=X77w08C9X7
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=8W7w08C1W7
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=577w08CPY7
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w77w08Cl67
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/79D7O98C19D
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/8877O98Cb87
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Personalised Eco Kraft Cube 
Favor Box with Ribbon
This sweet cube favor box is both 
perfectly modern and perfectly eco-
friendly! Made from 100% recycled 
cardstock, this favor box is an obvious 
choice for the eco-conscious consumer. 
Guests will appreciate the extra thought 
that went into choosing a favor that has 
a positive impact on the environment.

This sweet cube favor box is both perfectly modern and perfectly eco-
friendly! 
Made from 100% recycled cardstock, this favor box is an obvious choice for 
the eco-conscious consumer. Guests will appreciate the extra thought that 
went into choosing a favor that has a positive impact on the environment. 
Each custom box is 100 lb, heavy weight cardstock. Please note: We can 
print up to 20 characters including spacing and punctuation on each line. 
Maximum 2 lines of text, plus design. The design is centered on the box 
with text centered underneath.  Dimensions: 2 1/4"x 2 1/4" x 2 1/4"

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0496 0

Personalised Eco Kraft 
Scalloped Favor Box with 
Ribbon
This sweet scallop favor bag is both 
perfectly modern and perfectly eco-
friendly! Made from 100% recycled 
cardstock, this favor box is an obvious 
choice for the eco-conscious consumer. 
Guests will appreciate the extra thought 
that went into choosing a favor that has a positive impact on the 
environment. Fill with homemade or organic treats and tie with handmade 
twine to complete the look!Each custom box is 100 lb, heavy weight 
cardstock. Please note: We can print up to 20 characters including spacing 
and punctuation on each line. Maximum 2 lines of text, plus design. The 
design is centered on the box with text centered underneath. Boxes are 
shipped flat and require simple folding for assembly. 18" of ribbon is 
included with each box and is enough to tie a pretty bow at the top of the 
box. Ribbon is pre-cut in 18" pieces and is 3/8" wide. Each box has 4 small 
holes at the top center, making it easy to thread and tie the ribbon. 
Dimensions: 1 5/8"w x 2 3/4"l x 3 3/8"h Boxes are shipped flat and require 
simple folding to put together.

This sweet scallop favor bag is both perfectly modern and perfectly eco-
friendly! Made from 100% recycled cardstock, this favor box is an obvious 
choice for the eco-conscious consumer. 
Guests will appreciate the extra thought that went into choosing a favor 
that has a positive impact on the environment. Fill with homemade or 
organic treats and tie with handmade twine to complete the look!Each 
custom box is 100 lb, heavy weight cardstock. 
Please note: We can print up to 20 characters including spacing and 
punctuation on each line. Maximum 2 lines of text, plus design. The design 
is centered on the box with text centered underneath. Boxes are shipped 
flat and require simple folding for assembly. 
18" of ribbon is included with each box and is enough to tie a pretty bow at 
the top of the box. Ribbon is pre-cut in 18" pieces and is 3/8" wide. 
Each box has 4 small holes at the top center, making it easy to thread and 
tie the ribbon. 
Dimensions: 1 5/8"w x 2 3/4"l x 3 3/8"h 
Boxes are shipped flat and require simple folding to put together.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0497 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=6677w08Cv6
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=T77w08CP77
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/6q77O98Cvq7
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Personalised Eco Kraft 
Pyramid Favor Box with 
Ribbon
This sweet pyramid favor box is both 
perfectly modern and perfectly eco-
friendly! Made from 100% recycled 
cardstock, this favor box is an obvious 
choice for the eco-conscious consumer. 
Guests will appreciate the extra thought 
that went into choosing a favor that has a positive impact on the 
environment. Fill with homemade or organic treats and tie with handmade 
twine to complete the look!Each custom box is 100 lb, heavy weight 
cardstock. Please note: We can print up to 20 characters including spacing 
and punctuation on each line. Exact number of characters may differ per 
font. Maximum 2 lines of text, plus design. The design is printed on one 
side of the box, and text is printed on the opposite side of the box. All 
orders will be printed this way unless you specify otherwise at checkout. 
Each box has four sides with small holes punched in the top and can be 
secured with ribbon. Boxes are shipped flat and require simple folding for 
assembly. 18" of ribbon is included with each box and is enough to tie a 
pretty bow at the top of the box. Ribbon is pre-cut in 18" pieces and is 3/8" 
wide.Dimensions: 3"W x 3"L x 3 11/16"H

Minimum order 25 Boxes
This sweet pyramid favor box is both perfectly modern and perfectly eco-
friendly! Made from 100% recycled cardstock, this favor box is an obvious 
choice for the eco-conscious consumer. 
Guests will appreciate the extra thought that went into choosing a favor 
that has a positive impact on the environment. 
Each custom box is 100 lb, heavy weight cardstock. Please note: We can 
print up to 20 characters including spacing and punctuation on each line. 
Exact number of characters may differ per font. Maximum 2 lines of text, 
plus design. The design is printed on one side of the box, and text is printed 
on the opposite side of the box. All orders will be printed this way unless 
you specify otherwise at checkout. Each box has four sides with small holes 
punched in the top and can be secured with ribbon. Boxes are shipped flat 
and require simple folding for assembly. 18" of ribbon is included with each 
box and is enough to tie a pretty bow at the top of the box. Ribbon is pre-
cut in 18" pieces.
Dimensions: 3"W x 3"L x 3 11/16"H

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0498 0

Personalised Square 
Coasters
The small details don't go unnoticed 
when you're planning an event, and 
Personalised coasters are another that 
guests will truly appreciate. Whether 
they're put to good use at your event or 
prettily packaged for guests to take 
home, Personalised coasters are a truly 
sweet party accessory!Choose from a 
round or square off-white coaster and customize with any of our Designs, 
and your own text. Please Note: We can accommodate 15 characters per 
line including spacing and punctuation. 2 lines of text maximum, plus 
design. Dimensions: 3.5" Round or 3.5" Square Coasters are made from 
medium weight recycled pulpboard.

The small details don't go unnoticed when you're planning an event, and 
Personalised coasters are another that guests will truly appreciate. 
Whether they're put to good use at your event or prettily packaged for 
guests to take home, Personalised coasters are a truly sweet party 
accessory!
Choose from a round or square off-white coaster and customize with any of 
our Designs, and your own text. 
Please Note: We can accommodate 25 characters per line including spacing 
and punctuation. 2 lines of text maximum, plus design. Dimensions: 3.5" 
Round or 3.5" Square Coasters are made from medium weight recycled 
pulpboard.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0482 0

Personalised Round 
Coasters
The small details don't go unnoticed 
when you're planning an event, and 
Personalised coasters are another that 
guests will truly appreciate.

The small details don't go unnoticed 
when you're planning an event, and 
Personalised coasters are another that 
guests will truly appreciate. 
Whether they're put to good use at your event or prettily packaged for 
guests to take home, Personalised coasters are a truly sweet party 
accessory!Choose from a round or square off-white coaster and customize 
with any of our Designs, and your own text. 
Please Note: We can accommodate 15 characters per line including spacing 
and punctuation. 2 lines of text maximum, plus design. 
Dimensions: 3.5" Round or 3.5" Square Coasters are made from medium 
weight recycled pulpboard.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0483 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=7777w08C77
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=9777w08CZ7
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=v77w08Cb87
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/IA8O98CF6A8
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Personalised Small Satin 
Favor Bag
These Personalised satin pouches are 
ready to be filled with your favors from 
a homemade treat to a thoughtful 
keepsake and anything in between. 
Made from soft satin, choose from 15 
fabulous bag colors to add a special 
touch to a birthday party, baby shower, 
bridal shower or any other special 
event.

These Personalised satin pouches are ready to be filled with your favors 
from a homemade treat to a thoughtful keepsake and anything in between. 
Made from soft satin, choose from 15 fabulous bag colors to add a special 
touch to a birthday party, baby shower, bridal shower or any other special 
event. 
Personalised satin bags are ready to gift once they have been filled by 
you!Your choice of Design and custom text will be centered and printed on 
the bottom half of the bag so that it is visible when the bag is closed. 
Please Note: We can accommodate two lines of text under the design, with 
a maximum of 15 characters per line, including spacing and punctuation. 
Bag Dimensions: 3"x4" with satin drawstring cord. 
Due to varying monitor settings, bag colors may be slightly different than 
shown.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0485 0

Personalised Large Satin 
Favor Bag
These Personalised satin pouches are 
ready to be filled with your favors from 
a homemade treat to a thoughtful 
keepsake and anything in between.

These Personalised satin pouches are 
ready to be filled with your favors from 
a homemade treat to a thoughtful 
keepsake and anything in between. 
Made from soft satin, choose from 15 fabulous bag colors to add a special 
touch to a birthday party, baby shower, bridal shower or any other special 
event. Personalised satin bags are ready to gift once they have been filled 
by you!Your choice of Design and custom text will be centred and printed 
on the bottom half of the bag so that it is visible when the bag is closed. 
Please Note: We can accommodate two lines of text under the design, with 
a maximum of 25 characters per line, including spacing and punctuation. 
Bag Dimensions: 4"x6" with satin drawstring cord. Due to varying monitor 
settings, bag colours may be slightly different than shown.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0486 0

Personalised Large Muslin 
Favor Bag
Personalised muslin bags are trendy for 
any type of party and for guests young 
or old. These versatile bags can be 
customized for a little girl, teen or adult 
with our variety of designs, fonts and 
print colors. These cotton bags are 
printed with fun designs and the text of 
your choice and are ready to gift once 
they have been filled by you! The bags are made from soft unbleached 
cotton and measure 4"x6"H. Bags have a double drawstring closure.

Personalised muslin bags are trendy for any type of party and for guests 
young or old. 
These versatile bags can be customized for a little girl, teen or adult with 
our variety of designs, fonts and print colors. These cotton bags are printed 
with fun designs and the text of your choice and are ready to gift once they 
have been filled by you! The bags are made from soft unbleached cotton 
and measure 4"x6"H. Bags have a double drawstring closure. 
The bags are imported and there may be slight discrepancies in the widths 
and heights.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0489 0

Personalised Small Muslin 
Favor Bag
Personalised muslin bags are trendy for 
any type of party and for guests young 
or old. These versatile bags can be 
customized for a little girl, teen or adult 
with our variety of designs, fonts and 
print colors. These cotton bags are 
printed with fun designs and the text of 
your choice and are ready to gift once 
they have been filled by you!

Personalised muslin bags are trendy for any type of party and for guests 
young or old.
These versatile bags can be customized for a little girl, teen or adult with 
our variety of designs, fonts and print colors. These cotton bags are printed 
with fun designs and the text of your choice and are ready to gift once they 
have been filled by you! 
The bags are made from soft unbleached cotton and measure 3"x4"H. Bags 
have a double drawstring closure. 
The bags are imported and there may be slight discrepancies in the widths 
and heights.

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0490 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=6877w08C86
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=9877w08C79
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=v77w08Cb97
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Q77w08Cl97
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/I19O98CFe99
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Personalised Glassine Lined 
Cake/Party Bag
These colorful little party bags are 
glassine lined, making them perfect for 
edible favors such as baked goods, or a 
slice of cake. Available in 8 different 
colors, mix and match to coordinate 
with your event colors. Choose from 
our variety of pretty, feminine designs 
to just for her to create a custom party 
bag that will be truly original!Bags are made from heavy 1/2 pound paper. 
Dimensions: 5 3/4" x 7 1/2"

These colorful little party bags are glassine lined, making them perfect for 
edible favors such as baked goods, or a slice of cake. 
Available in 6 different colors, mix and match to coordinate with your event 
colors. Choose from our variety of pretty, feminine designs to just for her to 
create a custom party bag that will be truly original!
Bags are made from heavy 1/2 pound paper. Dimensions: 5 3/4" x 7 1/2"

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0491 0

Personalised Glass Jar
Give your guests a jar full of treats and 
special memories with SolefavorsÌs 
Personalized Expressions Collection jar 
favors

 HereÌs your chance to put your own 
finishing touches on personalized 
favors that are useful, fun and sure to 
leave a lasting impression. And your 
guests wonÌt be able to resist! Each 
reusable glass jar measures 2 ÊÓ x 1 ÊÓ and has the classic candy/cookie 
jar shape with a silver metal screw on lid that showcases your personalized 
label. From assorted color combinations, to adorable themed designs that 
match your occasion, to your own name and date, you can personalize your 
label and fill the jar with any number of treats to make it a unique memento 
of your special day. Personalized labels are self-sticking for easy assembly 
once jars have been filled. A one-of-a-kind sensation, SolefavorsÌs 
Personalized Expressions Collection jars come bulk packaged.
Please allow 3-4 business days for production. 
The candy shown is NOT included

Give your guests a jar full of treats and special memories with SolefavorsÌs 
Personalized Expressions Collection jar favors

 HereÌs your chance to put your own finishing touches on personalized 
favors that are useful, fun and sure to leave a lasting impression. And your 
guests wonÌt be able to resist! Each reusable glass jar measures 2 ÊÓ x 1 ÊÓ 
and has the classic candy/cookie jar shape with a silver metal screw on lid 
that showcases your personalized label. From assorted color combinations, 
to adorable themed designs that match your occasion, to your own name 
and date, you can personalize your label and fill the jar with any number of 
treats to make it a unique memento of your special day. Personalized labels 
are self-sticking for easy assembly once jars have been filled. A one-of-a-
kind sensation, SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection jars come 
bulk packaged.
Please allow 3-4 business days for production. 
The candy shown is NOT included

  Item id: Price level 10

  6701ST 0

Personalised Lip Balm
Personally invite your guests to pucker up 
with SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions 
Collectionlip balm favors

 HereÌs a handy addition to anyoneÌs purse or 
pocket. And this cute little lip balm favor 
gives you the unique opportunity to seal it 
with a personalized kiss Ò or label that is! 
Sold by Solefavors, each 1.2" favor features a 
round container with luscious vanilla flavored 
lip balm inside, topped with a screw-on lid fit for easy application of the 
label of your choice. From assorted color combinations, to adorable themed 
designs that match your occasion, to your own title, you can personalize 
your label to make this favor a "just for you" memento of your special day. 
Sold bulk packaged, these lip balm favors are a true delight. Personalized 
labels are self-sticking for easy application. 
 Please allow 3-4 days for production. 

Personally invite your guests to pucker up with SolefavorsÌs Personalized 
Expressions Collectionlip balm favors

 HereÌs a handy addition to anyoneÌs purse or pocket. And this cute little lip 
balm favor gives you the unique opportunity to seal it with a personalized 
kiss Ò or label that is! Sold by Solefavors, each 1.2" favor features a round 
container with luscious vanilla flavored lip balm inside, topped with a 
screw-on lid fit for easy application of the label of your choice. From 
assorted color combinations, to adorable themed designs that match your 
occasion, to your own title, you can personalize your label to make this 
favor a "just for you" memento of your special day. Sold bulk packaged, 
these lip balm favors are a true delight. Personalized labels are self-sticking 
for easy application. 
 Please allow 3-4 days for production. 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6702ST 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=7977w08Cv9
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=488w08CFa8
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=p88w08CPc8
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/nX9O98Cv9X9
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Personalised Teddy Bear 
Jars
 With SolefavorsÌs Personalized 
Expressions Collection teddy bear jar 
favors the possibilities are endless 

Filling these adorable teddy bear jars 
with colorful treats is just the beginning 
of the fun! 
Perfect as baby shower favors or for 
any baby themed occasion, these jars are clearly sensational! Sold only by 
Solefavors, each 3 _Ó x 2Ó Personalized Expressions Collection glass jar 
favor is shaped like a cute teddy bear topped with a screw-on lid fit for easy 
application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü From assorted color 
combinations, to adorable baby themed designs, to your own title, you can 
design your label to make this favor a Ïjust for youÓ memento of your 
special day.Ü Sold bulk packaged, these teddy bear jars are sweet as 
honey! Personalized labels are self-sticking for easy application. Please 
allow 3-4 days for production. 

 With SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection teddy bear jar favors 
the possibilities are endless

Filling these adorable teddy bear jars with colorful treats is just the 
beginning of the fun! 
Perfect as baby shower favors or for any baby themed occasion, these jars 
are clearly sensational! Sold only by Solefavors, each 3 _Ó x 2Ó 
Personalized Expressions Collection glass jar favor is shaped like a cute 
teddy bear topped with a screw-on lid fit for easy application of the 
personalized label of your choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to 
adorable baby themed designs, to your own title, you can design your label 
to make this favor a Ïjust for youÓ memento of your special day.Ü Sold bulk 
packaged, these teddy bear jars are sweet as honey! Personalized labels 
are self-sticking for easy application. Please allow 3-4 days for production. 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6703ST 0

Personalised Expressions 
playing card favors
6704st Deal your guests a great hand 
with these fun Personalized 
Expressionsplaying card favorsÜÜ 
A customized message and a useful 
memento of your special day Ò itÌs all in 
the cards when you choose 
SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expression 
Collection playing cards as your event 
favors.Ü Each measures 2 _"x 3 Ê"x Ê"and includes a full playing card deck 
inside a hard molded plastic case that opens like a book and provides a 
perfect place for you to apply a customized label of your choice.Ü From 
your own title to assorted color combinations, to adorable themed designs 
that match your occasion, you can choose from a wide variety of themes 
including wedding, seasonal, Sweet 16, baby and wedding showers and 
many more, to stylishly make it your own creation.Ü Sold bulk packaged in 
individual poly bags.Ü Please allow 3 Ò 4 days for production.Ü

6704st Deal your guests a great hand with these fun Personalized 
Expressionsplaying card favorsÜÜ 
A customized message and a useful memento of your special day Ò itÌs all 
in the cards when you choose SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expression 
Collection playing cards as your event favors.Ü Each measures 2 _"x 3 Ê"x 
Ê"and includes a full playing card deck inside a hard molded plastic case 
that opens like a book and provides a perfect place for you to apply a 
customized label of your choice.Ü From your own title to assorted color 
combinations, to adorable themed designs that match your occasion, you 
can choose from a wide variety of themes including wedding, seasonal, 
Sweet 16, baby and wedding showers and many more, to stylishly make it 
your own creation.Ü Sold bulk packaged in individual poly bags.Ü Please 
allow 3 Ò 4 days for production.Ü

  Item id: Price level 10

  6704ST 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=988w08C998
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=W88w08C8W8
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/I7aO98CF77a
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Personalised Expressions 
Collection Mirror Compact 
Favors
With SolefavorsÌs Personalized 
Expressions Collection mirror compact 
favors, your guests are sure to reflect 
well on your happy day 

 They say that happiness is looking in 
the mirror and liking what you see. So 
give your guests a useful favor that lets them know you surely like what you 
see with these delightful personalized mirror compacts. Sold only by 
Solefavors, each 2 _Ó round Personalized Expressions Collection mirror 
compact has a double sided glass mirror interior with a sturdy white poly 
resin outer compact case, hinged for opening/closing and perfectly fit for 
you to easily apply the personalized label of your choice. The personalized 
peel and stick labels are available in many hot colors, for occasions such as 
weddings, bridal and baby showers, Sweet 16s, anniversaries, graduations 
and more, or choose from fabulous themes like the seasons, fairy tales, 
love, butterflies, the beach, etc. Showcase your individual style by 
designing a label and making this favor a Ïjust for youÓ memento of your 
special day. Sold bulk packaged in a plastic bag these compact mirror 
favors deserve a good long look! Please allow 3-4 days for processing.

Click here to design your label 

With SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection mirror compact 
favors, your guests are sure to reflect well on your happy day 

 They say that happiness is looking in the mirror and liking what you see. 
So give your guests a useful favor that lets them know you surely like what 
you see with these delightful personalized mirror compacts. Sold only by 
Solefavors, each 2 _Ó round Personalized Expressions Collection mirror 
compact has a double sided glass mirror interior with a sturdy white poly 
resin outer compact case, hinged for opening/closing and perfectly fit for 
you to easily apply the personalized label of your choice. The personalized 
peel and stick labels are available in many hot colors, for occasions such as 
weddings, bridal and baby showers, Sweet 16s, anniversaries, graduations 
and more, or choose from fabulous themes like the seasons, fairy tales, 
love, butterflies, the beach, etc. Showcase your individual style by 
designing a label and making this favor a Ïjust for youÓ memento of your 
special day. Sold bulk packaged in a plastic bag these compact mirror 
favors deserve a good long look! Please allow 3-4 days for processing.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6705ST 0

Personalised Expressions 
Collection key ring favors
ThereÌs no end to the creative 
possibilities when you express yourself 
with these Personalized Expressions 
Collectionkey ring favors
Give a one of a kind favor to your one 
of a kind crowd with these Personalized 
Expressions Collection key chains from 
Solefavors. Whatever the occasion - a 
wedding, Sweet Sixteen, shower, anniversary or any other special event - 
these favors make it all your own!Ü Each measures 5" x 1 _"" and has a 
silver metal chain and ring attached to a round white poly resin charm with 
a grooved pattern rim and an inset center fit for easy application of the 
personalized peel and stick label of your choice.Ü From assorted color 
combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you 
design the eye catching label that suits your style!Ü Each comes packaged 
in a clear topped box with a black base and silver insert, finished with an 
attached white satin bow. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

ThereÌs no end to the creative possibilities when you express yourself with 
these Personalized Expressions Collectionkey ring favors
Give a one of a kind favor to your one of a kind crowd with these 
Personalized Expressions Collection key chains from Solefavors. Whatever 
the occasion - a wedding, Sweet Sixteen, shower, anniversary or any other 
special event - these favors make it all your own!Ü Each measures 5" x 1 _"" 
and has a silver metal chain and ring attached to a round white poly resin 
charm with a grooved pattern rim and an inset center fit for easy application 
of the personalized peel and stick label of your choice.Ü From assorted 
color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you 
design the eye catching label that suits your style!Ü Each comes packaged 
in a clear topped box with a black base and silver insert, finished with an 
attached white satin bow. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6707ST 0
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Personalised Expressions 
Collection pail favors
For any special occasion, these 
Personalized Expressions Collectionpail 
favors are full of creative possibilities
Looking for a keepsake that truly fits 
your style?Ü Well this versatile favor is 
a perfect match and you can make it 
your own.Ü Each white metal pail, from 
SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expression 
Collection, measures 2" tall and has a smooth outer surface Ò perfect for 
easy application of the personalized peel and stick label of your choice.Ü 
From vibrant color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your 
own title, you design the eye catching label that makes it one of a kind! 
ÜReady to be filled with a tea light candle, candy or any small treasure, 
these pail favors come bulk packed in poly bags. Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

For any special occasion, these Personalized Expressions Collectionpail 
favors are full of creative possibilities
Looking for a keepsake that truly fits your style?Ü Well this versatile favor is 
a perfect match and you can make it your own.Ü Each white metal pail, 
from SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expression Collection, measures 2" tall and 
has a smooth outer surface Ò perfect for easy application of the 
personalized peel and stick label of your choice.Ü From vibrant color 
combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you 
design the eye catching label that makes it one of a kind! ÜReady to be 
filled with a tea light candle, candy or any small treasure, these pail favors 
come bulk packed in poly bags. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6710ST 0

Personalised Expressions 
Collection ceramic jar favors
Make a personal statement no matter 
what the occasion with these 
Personalized Expressions 
Collectionceramic jar favors Ü
Talk about a singular sensation - this 
useful jar favor has your name all over 
it!Ü Actually itÌs just perfectly displayed 
on the lid, along with your chosen date, 
theme and colors.Ü ThatÌs because this favor is part of SolefavorsÌs 
Personalized Expressions Collection of customizable favors with a personal 
touch Ò a self sticking label that you make truly your own.Ü Perfect for 
storing spices or foods and also great to fill with treats on your special day, 
each white ceramic jar measures 3Ó x 3 _Ó x 2Ó and has a hinged lid with a 
silver metal air tight locking gasket to keep food fresh and a ceramic ring 
that holds an included wooden spoon. From assorted color combinations, 
to seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye 
catching label that you apply to the perfectly fit lid.Ü A one-of-a-kind favor 
for all occasions, these jar favors come bulk packed in poly bags.Ü Please 
allow 3-4 days for production. Ü

Make a personal statement no matter what the occasion with these 
Personalized Expressions Collectionceramic jar favors Ü
Talk about a singular sensation - this useful jar favor has your name all over 
it!Ü Actually itÌs just perfectly displayed on the lid, along with your chosen 
date, theme and colors.Ü ThatÌs because this favor is part of SolefavorsÌs 
Personalized Expressions Collection of customizable favors with a personal 
touch Ò a self sticking label that you make truly your own.Ü Perfect for 
storing spices or foods and also great to fill with treats on your special day, 
each white ceramic jar measures 3Ó x 3 _Ó x 2Ó and has a hinged lid with a 
silver metal air tight locking gasket to keep food fresh and a ceramic ring 
that holds an included wooden spoon. From assorted color combinations, 
to seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye 
catching label that you apply to the perfectly fit lid.Ü A one-of-a-kind favor 
for all occasions, these jar favors come bulk packed in poly bags.Ü Please 
allow 3-4 days for production. Ü

  Item id: Price level 10

  6715ST 0
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Personalised Expressions 
Collection heart shaped 
magnetic memo clip favors
Add your own heartfelt touch to your 
occasion with these Personalized Expressions 
Collectionheart shaped magnetic memo clip 
favors 
These useful memo clips favors are all heart 
and your guests are sure to be impressed by 
the personal flair they add to your wedding, shower, anniversary or any 
other special event.Ü Each heart shaped Personalized Expression 
Collection favor from Solefavors measures 2 ÊÓ long x 2 ÊÓ wide and is 
made of clear Lucite with a white ridged top and a magnet back to affix to 
the refrigerator.Ü The heartÌs center is fit for easy application of the 
personalized label of your choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to 
seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye 
catching label that suits your style!Ü Each comes packaged in a clear 
topped box with a black base, finished with an attractive white organza 
bow, along with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 
days for production.

Add your own heartfelt touch to your occasion with these Personalized 
Expressions Collectionheart shaped magnetic memo clip favors 
These useful memo clips favors are all heart and your guests are sure to be 
impressed by the personal flair they add to your wedding, shower, 
anniversary or any other special event.Ü Each heart shaped Personalized 
Expression Collection favor from Solefavors measures 2 ÊÓ long x 2 ÊÓ 
wide and is made of clear Lucite with a white ridged top and a magnet back 
to affix to the refrigerator.Ü The heartÌs center is fit for easy application of 
the personalized label of your choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, 
to seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye 
catching label that suits your style!Ü Each comes packaged in a clear 
topped box with a black base, finished with an attractive white organza 
bow, along with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 
days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6716ST 0

Personalised Expressions 
Collection apothecary jar 
favors
Clearly, these Personalized Expressions 
Collectionapothecary jar favors will 
make a one-of-a-kind impression on 
your guests
Are you ready for favors that are 
uniquely your own?Ü We thought so÷so 
we designed these Personalized Expressions Collection apothecary jar 
favors to be just for you!Ü Sold only by Solefavors, each clear glass jar 
measures 1 ÊÓ x 3Ó and is in the classic apothecary shape with a hingedÜ 
lid with a silver metal air tight locking gasket designed to keep the contents 
fresh. ÜBoth the front and the lid are perfectly fit for the application of the 
label of your choice. ÜAvailable in an exceptional selection of colors, 
themes and customized titles for any special occasion, the labels are 
included in self sticking sheets for you to easily apply.Ü A Solefavors 
exclusive, these jar favors come bulk packed in individual poly bags. Please 
allow 3-4 days for production.

Clearly, these Personalized Expressions Collectionapothecary jar favors will 
make a one-of-a-kind impression on your guests
Are you ready for favors that are uniquely your own?Ü We thought so÷so 
we designed these Personalized Expressions Collection apothecary jar 
favors to be just for you!Ü Sold only by Solefavors, each clear glass jar 
measures 1 ÊÓ x 3Ó and is in the classic apothecary shape with a hingedÜ 
lid with a silver metal air tight locking gasket designed to keep the contents 
fresh. ÜBoth the front and the lid are perfectly fit for the application of the 
label of your choice. ÜAvailable in an exceptional selection of colors, 
themes and customized titles for any special occasion, the labels are 
included in self sticking sheets for you to easily apply.Ü A Solefavors 
exclusive, these jar favors come bulk packed in individual poly bags. Please 
allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6717ST 0
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Personalised Expressions 
Collection heart design lip 
balm key chains
Invite your guests to open their hearts 
and pucker up with these Personalized 
Expressions Collectionheart design lip 
balm key chains
This multi-use heart design keychain is 
a personalized favor that you can really 
put your heart into!Ü Each Personalized Expressions Collection lip balm 
keychain measures 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" (3 1/2" long including chain), and has a 
silver glitter accented heart shaped clear container with a screw-on-lid, 
filled with vanilla flavored lip balm, attached at its top to a silver metal chain 
and key ring.Ü Perfect as personalized wedding favors, Sweet Sixteen 
favors, or for any occasion, you choose from a great selection of colors, 
themes, custom titles and more to make the stylish label Ò which fits 
perfectly on the lid Ò all your own.Ü The self sticking label sheets are 
included with your order for your easy application.Ü A Solefavors exclusive, 
these lip balm favors come bulk packed in individual poly bags. Please 
allow 3-4 days for production

Invite your guests to open their hearts and pucker up with these 
Personalized Expressions Collectionheart design lip balm key chains
This multi-use heart design keychain is a personalized favor that you can 
really put your heart into!Ü Each Personalized Expressions Collection lip 
balm keychain measures 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" (3 1/2" long including chain), and has 
a silver glitter accented heart shaped clear container with a screw-on-lid, 
filled with vanilla flavored lip balm, attached at its top to a silver metal chain 
and key ring.Ü Perfect as personalized wedding favors, Sweet Sixteen 
favors, or for any occasion, you choose from a great selection of colors, 
themes, custom titles and more to make the stylish label Ò which fits 
perfectly on the lid Ò all your own.Ü The self sticking label sheets are 
included with your order for your easy application.Ü A Solefavors exclusive, 
these lip balm favors come bulk packed in individual poly bags. Please 
allow 3-4 days for production

  Item id: Price level 10

  6718ST 0

Personalised Expressions 
Collection brush/mirror 
compact favors
Give your guests a useful and personal 
memento of your day with these 
Personalized Expressions 
Collectionbrush/mirror compact favors 
These useful favors are sure to find a 
helpful place in your guestsÌ purses and 
pockets!Ü And theyÌll make a one-of-a-kind mark on your wedding, shower, 
Sweet Sixteen or any other special event.Ü Each Personalized Expression 
Collection brush/mirror compact favor from Solefavors, measures 3Ó round 
with hinges and is made of white plastic with a handy glass mirror and 
nylon bristle brush interior.Ü The compactÌs outer center is fit for easy 
application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü From assorted color 
combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you 
design the eye catching label that suits your style!Ü Each comes bulk 
packaged in a poly bag, along with self sticking label sheets for you to 
apply. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

Click here to design your label 

Give your guests a useful and personal memento of your day with these 
Personalized Expressions Collectionbrush/mirror compact favors 
These useful favors are sure to find a helpful place in your guestsÌ purses 
and pockets!  And theyÌll make a one-of-a-kind mark on your wedding, 
shower, Sweet Sixteen or any other special event.  Each Personalized 
Expression Collection brush/mirror compact favor from Solefavors, 
measures 3Ó round with hinges and is made of white plastic with a handy 
glass mirror and nylon bristle brush interior.  The compactÌs outer center is 
fit for easy application of the personalized label of your choice.  From 
assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your own 
title, you design the eye catching label that suits your style!  Each comes 
bulk packaged in a poly bag, along with self sticking label sheets for you to 
apply. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6719ST 0
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Personalised Expressions 
Collection sewing kit favors
 Sew up your favor plans Ò whatever 
the occasion - with these Personalized 
Expressions Collectionsewing kit favors 
Talk about handy! These sewing kit 
favors will literally keep your guests in 
stitches! ÜA perfect one-of-a-kind 
choice for your Sweet Sixteen, wedding 
or any other special event, these favors 
really reflect well on you.Ü Each Personalized Expression Collection sewing 
kit favor from Solefavors, measures 2 ÊÓ Üround with hinges and has a 
white plastic exterior and a handy glass mirror and sewing kit Ò complete 
with two needles, a threader, two spare buttons and a variety of threads Ò 
tucked inside.Ü The compactÌs outer center is fit for easy application of the 
personalized label of your choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to 
seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye 
catching label that suits your style!Ü Each comes bulk packaged in a poly 
bag, along with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 
days for production.

Click here to design your label  Sew up your favor plans Ò whatever the occasion - with these 

Personalized Expressions Collectionsewing kit favors 
Talk about handy! These sewing kit favors will literally keep your guests in 
stitches! ÜA perfect one-of-a-kind choice for your Sweet Sixteen, wedding 
or any other special event, these favors really reflect well on you.Ü Each 
Personalized Expression Collection sewing kit favor from Solefavors, 
measures 2 ÊÓ Üround with hinges and has a white plastic exterior and a 
handy glass mirror and sewing kit Ò complete with two needles, a threader, 
two spare buttons and a variety of threads Ò tucked inside.Ü The compactÌs 
outer center is fit for easy application of the personalized label of your 
choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed 
designs, to your own title, you design the eye catching label that suits your 
style!Ü Each comes bulk packaged in a poly bag, along with self sticking 
label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for production. 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6720ST 0

Personalised Expressions 
Collection key 
chain/measuring tape favors
Your guests will appreciate these 
Personalized Expressions Collectionkey 
chain/measuring tape favors beyond 
measure 
We invite you to take measures to 
make your wedding, shower or any 
other event truly your own with these useful measuring tapes as your one-
of-a-kind favors.Ü Each Personalized Expression Collection 
keychain/measuring tape favor from Solefavors, measures 1 _Ó x 1 _Ó and 
has an outer case made of hard white plastic with easy-to-grip black sides 
and a retractable metal measuring tape inside that expands up to 100 cm or 
39 _Ó with a black tab to hold your measurement, attached to a silver metal 
chain and key ring.Ü The caseÌs outer center is fit for easy application of the 
personalized label of your choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to 
seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye 
catching label that suits your style!Ü Each comes bulk packaged in a poly 
bag, along with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 
days for production

Click here to design your label 

Your guests will appreciate these Personalized Expressions Collectionkey 
chain/measuring tape favors beyond measure 
We invite you to take measures to make your wedding, shower or any other 
event truly your own with these useful measuring tapes as your one-of-a-
kind favors.Ü Each Personalized Expression Collection keychain/measuring 
tape favor from Solefavors, measures 1 _Ó x 1 _Ó and has an outer case 
made of hard white plastic with easy-to-grip black sides and a retractable 
metal measuring tape inside that expands up to 100 cm or 39 _Ó with a 
black tab to hold your measurement, attached to a silver metal chain and 
key ring.Ü The caseÌs outer center is fit for easy application of the 
personalized label of your choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to 
seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye 
catching label that suits your style!Ü Each comes bulk packaged in a poly 
bag, along with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 
days for production

  Item id: Price level 10

  6721ST 0
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Personalised Expressions 
Collection luggage tag 
favors
 ItÌs easy to spot the uniquely-your-own 
flair that these Personalized 
Expressions Collectionluggage tag 
favors add to your eventÜ 
Great as favors for destination 
weddings or any occasion where you 
want to pack your day with one-of-a-kind style, these luggage tag favors 
from Solefavors are a real treat. Each Personalized Expression Collection 
luggage tag measures 3 _Ó x 2 1/8Ó (5 _Ó long with strap) and is made of 
hard white plastic with an attached white pvc strap and a slide-out 
compartment that has a lined area for name and address info.Ü The tagÌs 
outer center is fit for easy application of the personalized label of your 
choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed 
designs, to your own title, you design the eye catching label that suits your 
style!Ü Each comes bulk packaged in a poly bag, along with self sticking 
label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

 ItÌs easy to spot the uniquely-your-own flair that these Personalized 
Expressions Collectionluggage tag favors add to your eventÜ 
Great as favors for destination weddings or any occasion where you want to 
pack your day with one-of-a-kind style, these luggage tag favors from 
Solefavors are a real treat. Each Personalized Expression Collection 
luggage tag measures 3 _Ó x 2 1/8Ó (5 _Ó long with strap) and is made of 
hard white plastic with an attached white pvc strap and a slide-out 
compartment that has a lined area for name and address info.Ü The tagÌs 
outer center is fit for easy application of the personalized label of your 
choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed 
designs, to your own title, you design the eye catching label that suits your 
style!Ü Each comes bulk packaged in a poly bag, along with self sticking 
label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6722ST 0

Personalised Expressions 
Collection bottle opener/key 
chain favors
Your guests will really open up to these 
Personalized 
ExpressionsCollectionbottle opener/key 
chain favorsÜ 
A real eye opener, this favor is part of 
SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions 
Collection of customizable favors with a personal touch Ò a self sticking 
label that you make truly your own.Ü Sure to be a useful addition to your 
guestsÌ days, each multifunctional white plastic bottle opener/key chain 
measures 3 _Ó x 2Ó x 4Ó (including the ring) and has an oval shape with 
both a metal flip top opener on the side and a twist cap opener underneath 
and an attached metal key ring. From assorted color combinations, to 
seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye 
catching label that you apply to the top.Ü A one-of-a-kind favor for all 
occasions, these bottle opener/key chain favors come bulk packed in poly 
bags.Ü Please allow 3 - 4 days for production.

Your guests will really open up to these Personalized 
ExpressionsCollectionbottle opener/key chain favorsÜ 
A real eye opener, this favor is part of SolefavorsÌs Personalized 
Expressions Collection of customizable favors with a personal touch Ò a self 
sticking label that you make truly your own.Ü Sure to be a useful addition to 
your guestsÌ days, each multifunctional white plastic bottle opener/key 
chain measures 3 _Ó x 2Ó x 4Ó (including the ring) and has an oval shape 
with both a metal flip top opener on the side and a twist cap opener 
underneath and an attached metal key ring. From assorted color 
combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your own title, you 
design the eye catching label that you apply to the top.Ü A one-of-a-kind 
favor for all occasions, these bottle opener/key chain favors come bulk 
packed in poly bags.Ü Please allow 3 - 4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6724ST 0
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Personalised Expression Collection damask design 
bookmarks
Mark the day in your own way with these Personalized Expression 
Collectiondamask design bookmarks 
Memories are built on the little touches that make your wedding or other 
special event truly unique.Ü So why not choose a favor like this one that 
brings one of a kind appeal to a whole new level? Each Personalized 
Expression Collection damask design silver metal bookmark favor from 
Solefavors, measures 2Ó round x 6Ó long, including tassel, and has a lovely 
damask cutout patterned rim and an attached white tassel.Ü The 
bookmarkÌs center is just right for easy application of the personalized label 
of your choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and 
themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye catching label that 
suits your style!Ü Each comes in a clear topped box with a silver base, 
wrapped with a white satin ribbon, along with self sticking label sheets for 
you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

Mark the day in your own way with these Personalized Expression 
Collectiondamask design bookmarks 
Memories are built on the little touches that make your wedding or other 
special event truly unique.Ü So why not choose a favor like this one that 
brings one of a kind appeal to a whole new level? Each Personalized 
Expression Collection damask design silver metal bookmark favor from 
Solefavors, measures 2Ó round x 6Ó long, including tassel, and has a lovely 
damask cutout patterned rim and an attached white tassel.Ü The 
bookmarkÌs center is just right for easy application of the personalized label 
of your choice.Ü From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and 
themed designs, to your own title, you design the eye catching label that 
suits your style!Ü Each comes in a clear topped box with a silver base, 
wrapped with a white satin ribbon, along with self sticking label sheets for 
you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6727ST 0

Personalised NoteBook 
Favors
From SolefavorsÌs Personalized 
Expressions Collection, these handy 
notebooks are favors your guests are 
sure to make note of

 Some favors simply stand out from the 
crowd. And SolefavorsÌs Personalized 
Expressions notebooks surely fit right 
into that category! Each cute and practical white notebook favor measures 
3 _" x 4 _" and features a cover, designed to display your personalized 
label, that opens to reveal a blank white notepad inside and an easily 
accessible white pen attached. From assorted color combinations and 
exciting border design options, to adorable themed designs that match 
your occasion, to your own name, date and message, you can personalize 
your label and make this favor truly your own. Personalized labels are self-
sticking for easy application on the notebooks. Guaranteed to be a useful 
and unique memento of your special day, these favors come bulk 
packaged. 
Please allow 3-4 days for production. 

Click here to design your label 

From SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection, these handy 
notebooks are favors your guests are sure to make note of

 Some favors simply stand out from the crowd. And SolefavorsÌs 
Personalized Expressions notebooks surely fit right into that category! Each 
cute and practical white notebook favor measures 3 _" x 4 _" and features a 
cover, designed to display your personalized label, that opens to reveal a 
blank white notepad inside and an easily accessible white pen attached. 
From assorted color combinations and exciting border design options, to 
adorable themed designs that match your occasion, to your own name, 
date and message, you can personalize your label and make this favor truly 
your own. Personalized labels are self-sticking for easy application on the 
notebooks. Guaranteed to be a useful and unique memento of your special 
day, these favors come bulk packaged. 
Please allow 3-4 days for production. 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6700ST 0
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Blue Delivered with Love 
boxes from the Personalised 
Expressions Collection
Surprise your guests with something 
special in these blue ÏDelivered with 
LoveÓ boxes from the Personalized 
Expressions Collection 
HereÌs a stylish favor that we guarantee 
will be one of a kind!Ü ThatÌs because 
with these pretty packages you get to choose whatÌs on the inside AND the 
outside.Ü And, whether you fill the generously sized boxes with your own 
homemade goodies, candies, soaps, candles, lottery tickets or any other 
treat of your choice, your ÏDelivered with LoveÓ creation will be sure to 
make your guestsÌ day.Ü 
From SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection, each box measures 
5 ÊÓ tall x 3 _Ó wide with a blue iridescent finish for a beautiful sheen and 
a distinctive fluted front flap top and matching blue bow that can be 
secured with an included self sticking strip.Ü The front center of the box is 
perfectly fit for easy application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü 
From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your 
own title, you design the eye catching label thatÌs truly your own!Ü The 
boxes are bulk packed in poly bags with bows packed separately, along 
with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

Surprise your guests with something special in these blue ÏDelivered with 
LoveÓ boxes from the Personalized Expressions Collection 
HereÌs a stylish favor that we guarantee will be one of a kind!Ü ThatÌs 
because with these pretty packages you get to choose whatÌs on the inside 
AND the outside.Ü And, whether you fill the generously sized boxes with 
your own homemade goodies, candies, soaps, candles, lottery tickets or 
any other treat of your choice, your ÏDelivered with LoveÓ creation will be 
sure to make your guestsÌ day.Ü 
From SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection, each box measures 
5 ÊÓ tall x 3 _Ó wide with a blue iridescent finish for a beautiful sheen and 
a distinctive fluted front flap top and matching blue bow that can be 
secured with an included self sticking strip.Ü The front center of the box is 
perfectly fit for easy application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü 
From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your 
own title, you design the eye catching label thatÌs truly your own!Ü The 
boxes are bulk packed in poly bags with bows packed separately, along 
with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6729ST 0

White Delivered with Love 
boxes from the Personalised 
Expressions Collection
Surprise your guests with something 
special in these white ÏDelivered with 
LoveÓ boxes from the Personalized 
Expressions Collection 
HereÌs a stylish favor that we guarantee 
will be one of a kind!Ü ThatÌs because 
with these pretty packages you get to choose whatÌs on the inside AND the 
outside.Ü And, whether you fill the generously sized boxes with your own 
homemade goodies, candies, soaps, candles, lottery tickets or any other 
treat of your choice, your ÏDelivered with LoveÓ creation will be sure to 
make your guestsÌ day.Ü 
From SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection, each box measures 
5 ÊÓ tall x 3 _Ó wide with a white iridescent finish for a beautiful sheen and 
a distinctive fluted front flap top and matching white bow that can be 
secured with an included self sticking strip.Ü The front center of the box is 
perfectly fit for easy application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü 
From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your 
own title, you design the eye catching label thatÌs truly your own!Ü The 
boxes are bulk packed in poly bags with bows packed separately, along 
with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

Surprise your guests with something special in these white ÏDelivered with 
LoveÓ boxes from the Personalized Expressions Collection 
HereÌs a stylish favor that we guarantee will be one of a kind!Ü ThatÌs 
because with these pretty packages you get to choose whatÌs on the inside 
AND the outside.Ü And, whether you fill the generously sized boxes with 
your own homemade goodies, candies, soaps, candles, lottery tickets or 
any other treat of your choice, your ÏDelivered with LoveÓ creation will be 
sure to make your guestsÌ day.Ü 
From SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection, each box measures 
5 ÊÓ tall x 3 _Ó wide with a white iridescent finish for a beautiful sheen and 
a distinctive fluted front flap top and matching white bow that can be 
secured with an included self sticking strip.Ü The front center of the box is 
perfectly fit for easy application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü 
From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your 
own title, you design the eye catching label thatÌs truly your own!Ü The 
boxes are bulk packed in poly bags with bows packed separately, along 
with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6730ST 0
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Black Delivered with Love 
boxes from the Personalised 
Expressions Collection
Surprise your guests with something 
special in these black ÏDelivered with 
LoveÓ boxes from the Personalized 
Expressions Collection 
HereÌs a stylish favor that we guarantee 
will be one of a kind!Ü ThatÌs because 
with these pretty packages you get to choose whatÌs on the inside AND the 
outside.Ü And, whether you fill the generously sized boxes with your own 
homemade goodies, candies, soaps, candles, lottery tickets or any other 
treat of your choice, your ÏDelivered with LoveÓ creation will be sure to 
make your guestsÌ day.Ü 
From SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection, each box measures 
5 ÊÓ tall x 3 _Ó wide with a black iridescent finish for a beautiful sheen and 
a distinctive fluted front flap top and matching black bow that can be 
secured with an included self sticking strip.Ü The front center of the box is 
perfectly fit for easy application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü 
From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your 
own title, you design the eye catching label thatÌs truly your own!Ü The 
boxes are bulk packed in poly bags with bows packed separately, along 
with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

Surprise your guests with something special in these black ÏDelivered with 
LoveÓ boxes from the Personalized Expressions Collection 
HereÌs a stylish favor that we guarantee will be one of a kind!Ü ThatÌs 
because with these pretty packages you get to choose whatÌs on the inside 
AND the outside.Ü And, whether you fill the generously sized boxes with 
your own homemade goodies, candies, soaps, candles, lottery tickets or 
any other treat of your choice, your ÏDelivered with LoveÓ creation will be 
sure to make your guestsÌ day.Ü 
From SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection, each box measures 
5 ÊÓ tall x 3 _Ó wide with a black iridescent finish for a beautiful sheen and 
a distinctive fluted front flap top and matching black bow that can be 
secured with an included self sticking strip.Ü The front center of the box is 
perfectly fit for easy application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü 
From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your 
own title, you design the eye catching label thatÌs truly your own!Ü The 
boxes are bulk packed in poly bags with bows packed separately, along 
with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6731ST 0

Silver Delivered with Love 
boxes from the Personalised 
Expressions Collection
Surprise your guests with something 
special in these silver ÏDelivered with 
LoveÓ boxes from the Personalized 
Expressions Collection 
HereÌs a stylish favor that we guarantee 
will be one of a kind!Ü ThatÌs because 
with these pretty packages you get to choose whatÌs on the inside AND the 
outside.Ü And, whether you fill the generously sized boxes with your own 
homemade goodies, candies, soaps, candles, lottery tickets or any other 
treat of your choice, your ÏDelivered with LoveÓ creation will be sure to 
make your guestsÌ day.Ü 
From SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection, each box measures 
5 ÊÓ tall x 3 _Ó wide with a silver iridescent finish for a beautiful sheen and 
a distinctive fluted front flap top and matching silver bow that can be 
secured with an included self sticking strip.Ü The front center of the box is 
perfectly fit for easy application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü 
From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your 
own title, you design the eye catching label thatÌs truly your own!Ü The 
boxes are bulk packed in poly bags with bows packed separately, along 
with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

Click here to design your label 

Surprise your guests with something special in these silver ÏDelivered with 
LoveÓ boxes from the Personalized Expressions Collection 
HereÌs a stylish favor that we guarantee will be one of a kind!Ü ThatÌs 
because with these pretty packages you get to choose whatÌs on the inside 
AND the outside.Ü And, whether you fill the generously sized boxes with 
your own homemade goodies, candies, soaps, candles, lottery tickets or 
any other treat of your choice, your ÏDelivered with LoveÓ creation will be 
sure to make your guestsÌ day.Ü 
From SolefavorsÌs Personalized Expressions Collection, each box measures 
5 ÊÓ tall x 3 _Ó wide with a silver iridescent finish for a beautiful sheen and 
a distinctive fluted front flap top and matching silver bow that can be 
secured with an included self sticking strip.Ü The front center of the box is 
perfectly fit for easy application of the personalized label of your choice.Ü 
From assorted color combinations, to seasonal and themed designs, to your 
own title, you design the eye catching label thatÌs truly your own!Ü The 
boxes are bulk packed in poly bags with bows packed separately, along 
with self sticking label sheets for you to apply. Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6732ST 0

35 Round Labels from our 
Personalised Expressions 
Collection
One sheet of 35 Personalised Labels Size of 
Label 37mm

One sheet of 35 Personalised Labels
Size of Label 37mm
Please allow 3-5 days for processing

  Item id: Price level 10

  FC35ST 0
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Heart glass jar with 
personalised icker
Fill these Personalized Expressions 
Collection heart shaped glass jars with 
love and a whole lot more

Fill these Personalized Expressions 
Collectionheart shaped glass jars with 
love and a whole lot more
Your guests will know that they have 
your whole hearted thanks when they receive these useful and cute heart 
jars filled with any special treat you choose.  Part of SolefavorsÌs exclusive 
Personalized Expressions Collection, each three-fluid-ounce-capacity glass 
jar measures 3Ó tall x 2 _Ó wide x 1 7/8Ó deep and has a heart shape with a 
sturdy flat base and a removable screw-on round silver metal cap for a tight 
seal.  And to add a heartfelt personal touch, the top of each jar is perfectly 
fit for the application of the personalized label of your choice.  Available in 
an exceptional selection of colors, themes and customized titles for 
weddings, showers or any special occasion, the labels are included in self 
sticking sheets for you to easily apply.  These glass jar favors come bulk 
packed. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6736ST 0

Glass jar with handle and 
personalised icker
Get a real handle on your event favors 
with these Personalized Expressions 
Collection glass mason jars

Get a real handle on your event favors 
with these Personalized Expressions 
Collectionglass mason jars
The list of things you can fill this 
jar/mug up with is virtually endless Ò candy, paper clips, bath salts 
homemade sauces and more.  And, with your own private label, your guests 
will get a treat that canÌt be beat!  Part of SolefavorsÌs exclusive 
Personalized Expressions Collection, each four-fluid-ounce-capacity glass 
jar measures 3 _Ó tall x 2 _Ó wide including handle and has a classic mason 
jar shape with a handle and a removable screw-on round silver metal cap 
for a tight seal.  The top or front of each jar is perfectly fit for the application 
of the personalized label of your choice.  Available in an exceptional 
selection of colors, themes and customized titles for weddings, showers or 
any special occasion, the labels are included in self sticking sheets for you 
to easily apply.  These glass mason jar favors come bulk packed. Please 
allow 3-4 days for production

  Item id: Price level 10

  6734ST 0

Personalized Expressions 
Collection scented heart 
shaped travel candles
Personalized Expressions Collection 
scented heart shaped travel candles

Sure to please, these Personalized 
Expressions Collectionscented heart 
shaped travel candles make fragrant 
favors with flair  
Looking for useful and cheery favors that add a little something special to  
your guests' day?  Well, these scented  travel candles are literally like a 
breath of fresh air!  And, because they're part of Solefavors's exclusive 
Personalized Expressions Collection,  you can choose from an exceptional 
selection of colors, themes and customized  titles, for weddings, showers, 
or any occasion, to turn them into one-of-a-kind  treasures.  Each 2".25" x 
2.25" x 1" tall  heart-shaped candle features a silver metal base and a clear 
plastic top that  allows you to see the white scented candle within and is 
also perfectly fit for  the custom label of your choice.  A sweet  smelling 
sensation, these heart themed favors come bulk packed with self  sticking 
label sheets included for easy application.  Please allow 3-4 days for 
production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  4735ST 0

Personalized Expressions 
Collection scented round 
travel candles
Personalized Expressions Collection 
scented round travel candles

Sure to please, these Personalized 
Expressions Collectionscented round 
travel candles make fragrant favors 
with flair 
Looking for useful and cheery favors that add a little something special to 
your guests' day? Well, these scented travel candles are literally like a 
breath of fresh air! And, because they're part of Solefavors's exclusive 
Personalized Expressions Collection, you can choose from an exceptional 
selection of colors, themes and customized titles, for weddings, showers, or 
any occasion, to turn them into one-of-a-kind treasures. Each 2" diameter x 
1" tall round candle features a silver metal base and a clear plastic top that 
allows you to see the white scented candle within and is also perfectly fit 
for the custom label of your choice. A sweet smelling sensation, these 
favors come bulk packed with self sticking label sheets included for easy 
application. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  4705ST 0
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Personalized Expressions 
Collection white heart 
shaped mint tins
Personalized Expressions Collection 
white heart shaped mint tins

These Personalized Expressions 
Collectionwhite heart shaped mint tins 
make customized favors filled with love 
Looking for favors that let you choose 
what's on the inside AND the outside? Well, fill this cute and handy tin with 
confetti, candy, mints and so much more - it's up to you. And, as part of 
Solefavors's exclusive Personalized Expressions Collection, you also pick 
from an exceptional selection of colors, themes and customized titles, for 
weddings, showers, or any occasion, to turn them into one-of-a-kind 
mementos of your big day. Each 2".25" x 2 .25" x 1" tall heart-shaped tin 
features a white metal base and a clear plastic top that allows you to see 
the treat within and is also perfectly fit for the custom label of your choice. 
A great choice as heart themed favors or for any love-filled occasion, these 
favors come bulk packed with self sticking label sheets included for easy 
application. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  4681ST 0

Personalized Expressions 
Collection silver heart 
shaped mint tins
Personalized Expressions Collection 
silver heart shaped mint tins

These Personalized Expressions 
Collectionsilver heart shaped mint tins 
make customized favors filled with love 
Looking for favors that let you choose 
what's on the inside AND the outside? Well, fill this cute and handy tin with 
confetti, candy, mints and so much more - it's up to you. And, as part of 
Solefavors's exclusive Personalized Expressions Collection, you also pick 
from an exceptional selection of colors, themes and customized titles, for 
weddings, showers, or any occasion, to turn them into one-of-a-kind 
mementos of your big day. Each 2".25" x 2 .25" x 1" tall heart-shaped tin 
features a silver metal base and a clear plastic top that allows you to see 
the treat within and is also perfectly fit for the custom label of your choice. 
A great choice as heart themed favors or for any love-filled occasion, these 
favors come bulk packed with self sticking label sheets included for easy 
application. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  4680ST 0

Personalized Expressions 
Collection white mint tin 
favors
Personalized Expressions Collection 
white mint tin favors

Click here to design your label 

Customize your guests' treats with 
these Personalized Expressions 
Collectionwhite mint tin favors 
Absolutely adorable and absolutely your own, these little gems really make 
a personal and lasting impression. They're ready to be filled with confetti, 
candy, mints and so much more. And, as part of Solefavors's exclusive 
Personalized Expressions Collection, you choose from an exceptional 
selection of colors, themes and customized titles, for weddings, showers, or 
any occasion, to turn them into one-of-a-kind mementos of your big day. 
Each 2" diameter x 1" tall round tin features a white metal base and a clear 
plastic top that allows you to see the treat within and is also perfectly fit for 
the custom label of your choice. Sure to be a crowd favorite, these favors 
come bulk packed with self sticking label sheets included for easy 
application. Please allow 3-4 days for production.

  Item id: Price level 10

  4682ST 0

Personalized Expressions 
Collection silver mint tin 
favors
Personalized Expressions Collection 
silver mint tin favors

Customize your guests' treats with 
these Personalized Expressions 
Collectionsilver mint tin favors 
Absolutely adorable and absolutely 
your own, these little gems really make a personal and lasting impression. 
They're ready to be filled with confetti, candy, mints and so much more. 
And, as part of Solefavors's exclusive Personalized Expressions Collection, 
you choose from an exceptional selection of colors, themes and customized 
titles, for weddings, showers, or any occasion, to turn them into one-of-a-
kind mementos of your big day. Each 2" diameter x 1" tall round tin features 
a silver metal base and a clear plastic top that allows you to see the treat 
within and is also perfectly fit for the custom label of your choice. Sure to be 
a crowd favorite, these favors come bulk packed with self sticking label 
sheets included for easy application. Please allow 3-4 days for production

  Item id: Price level 10

  4672ST 0
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Design Your Own Collection 
lollypop favors
Show your guests that love is sweet 
and give them something good to eat 
with these Design Your Own Collection 
lollipop favors They say that candy is 
dandy and when it comes to favors, at 
Solefavors, we definitely agree! So, 
make your guests feel like kids in a 
candy store with your own "brand" of 
yummy lollipop treats. Design your own label to make memorable, one-of-
a-kind favors that will definitely appeal to each guest's sweet tooth - and 
their heart. They'll look great on your event tables and taste great once 
your family and friends pop them into their mouths!

They say that candy is dandy and when it comes to favors, at Solefavors, 
we definitely agree!  So, make your guests feel like kids in a candy store 
with your own "brand" of yummy lollipop treats.  Design your own label to 
make memorable, one-of-a-kind favors that will definitely appeal to each 
guest's sweet tooth - and their heart.  They'll look great on your event 
tables and taste great once your family and friends pop them into their 
mouths!
Description and details:
- Each measures 2.25" round x 8" long"  
- Delicious cherry flavored round lollipops with a white and ivory swirl 

design
- A simply scrumptious addition to any occasion including weddings, 

showers, Christenings, Sweet Sixteens/Fifteens and more
- Choose from an exceptional selection of color combinations, border and 

type styles, titles and themes to create and tweak your own customized 
labels

- Preview your unique label online as you design it - so you'll immediately 
see your masterpiece to be sure it's exactly what you want  

- Personalized sheets of pre-cut 1.75" round "brand" labels come ready 
for easy application on the lollipops' wrapper front 

- Lollipop favors come bulk packed, each with a clear plastic wrapper and 
a white plastic stick tied with a white satin bow 

- Please allow 5-7 days for processing
- Minimum order 15 pieces

  Item id: Price level 10

  6755ST 0

Design Your Own 
Collection mini paint cans 
favors
Design Your Own Collection mini paint 
cans favors

Click here to design your label 

Paint a truly unique picture of 
happiness with these Design Your Own 
Collectionmini paint cans favors 
At Solefavors, we know that when you\'re planning your big day you have 
originality on your mind. So, in honor of originality we put together our 
exclusive Design Your Own Collection of personalized favors. And, from 
choosing these adorable mini containers, to creating the personalized label 
for them, to deciding what treats to fill them up with, these favors are 
guaranteed to be originals!
Description and details: 
- Each favor measures 2.75\" x 2\" (3.75\" tall with handle) 
- An adorable replica of the classic paint can with a silver metal top and 

bottom and clear plastic sides allowing for a great view of the treats 
inside

- Two metal flanges hold the silver metal wire handle in place
- Ready to be filled with whatever you choose - candy, confetti, soap, and 

more - and the removable lid can be replaced for a tight seal
- Choose from an exceptional selection of colors, themes and titles for 

your customized 1.75\" round labels 
- Personalized label sheets come ready for easy application on the side of 

the can
- Packed in a poly bag
- Please allow 3-4 days for processing

  Item id: Price level 10

  4762ST 0

Design Your Own 
Collection pink baby  bottle 
favors
Design Your Own Collection pink baby 
bottle favors

  Item id: Price level 10

  6759ST 0
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Design Your Own 
Collection blue baby  bottle 
favors
Design Your Own Collection blue baby 
bottle favors

style="height: 552px;" 
class="productDescription 
detailContainer">Pour your creativity 
and love for your beautiful baby boy 
into these Design Your Own Collection blue baby bottle favors         
Surely your baby boy is one-of-a-kind. So, Solefavors offers these exclusive 
Design Your Own Collection baby bottle favors to make it easy and fun for 
you to create personalized one-of-a-kind favors to celebrate his special day. 
And, we're sure that the outpouring of smiles will make your day very 
special too!

- Measures 3.5" x 1.5"
- Classic baby bottle shape with clear plastic bottom and blue screw-on 

cap and white nipple top
- The top screws off for you to fill with your choice of treats - making this 

favor customized on the inside and the outside!
- Attached to the top is a blue satin ribbon accented with an adorable 

acrylic blue pacifier charm
- The front of the bottle is perfectly sized for a personalized label with 

designs/themes for all baby boy occasions including Christenings, birth 
announcements, and first birthdays

- Choose from an exceptional selection of color combinations, themes, 
border styles, titles and type styles for your customized labels

- Preview your unique label online as you design it - so you'll immediately 
be sure it's exactly what you want

- Personalized pre-cut sheets of round 1.25" labels come ready for easy 
application on the case

- Bottle favors come bulk packed
- Please allow 7 days for processing

  Item id: Price level 10

  6758ST 0

Design Your Own Collection 
vintage style milk bottles
These Design Your Own Collection 
vintage style milk bottles are sure to 
please Got Milk bottles? Solefavors 
does, because our version of these 
classic containers is just right as a 
versatile baby-themed favor with 
vintage flair. And, since theyÌre part of 
our Design Your Own Collection, you 
get to make them uniquely your own. So, schedule a milk bottle special 
delivery to your family and friends and watch them smile! Made of clear 
glass in the classic milk bottle shape with a screw top spout and white 
metal lid Each measures 6Ó tall x 2.25Ó wide 10 ounce / 300 ml capacity 
Bottle is perfectly sized for a round 1 3/4" personalized label with a wide 
variety of designs/themes Choose from an exceptional selection of color 
combinations, themes, border styles, titles and type styles for your 
customized labels Personalized sheets of pre-cut, self-sticking labels come 
ready for easy application on the bottle Fill them with any number of treats, 
flowers and more, or leave them empty Milk bottles come bulk packed in 
poly a bag Please allow 3-4 days for production

These Design Your Own Collection vintage style milk bottles are sure to 
please Got Milk bottles? Solefavors does, because our version of these 
classic containers is just right as a versatile baby-themed favor with vintage 
flair. And, since theyÌre part of our Design Your Own Collection, you get to 
make them uniquely your own. So, schedule a milk bottle special delivery to 
your family and friends and watch them smile! Made of clear glass in the 
classic milk bottle shape with a screw top spout and white metal lid Each 
measures 6Ó tall x 2.25Ó wide 10 ounce / 300 ml capacity Bottle is 
perfectly sized for a round 1 3/4" personalized label with a wide variety of 
designs/themes Choose from an exceptional selection of color 
combinations, themes, border styles, titles and type styles for your 
customized labels Personalized sheets of pre-cut, self-sticking labels come 
ready for easy application on the bottle Fill them with any number of treats, 
flowers and more, or leave them empty Milk bottles come bulk packed in 
poly a bag Please allow 3-4 days for production

  Item id: Price level 10

  6761ST 0
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Design Your Own 
Collection lollipop favors
Give your guests a treat with these 
sweet Design Your Own 
Collectionlollipop favors 
Looking to make your party pop in a 
way that’s truly your own? Well, with 
these personalized towel “pops” you’ve 
got guaranteed crowd pleasers! They’re 
sweet-as-candy little reminders of your 
big day and you get to design them in your own way. And, at Solefavors, we 
think your way is the way to go! 
- Made in the classic lollipop with a rolled face towel, pink accents, clear 

plastic wrap and a wooden stick to resemble a vanilla swirled treat
- In the lollipop shape, each measures 2.5” x 5.75” 
- When opened, the towel is 8” square 
- Rolled pop is perfectly sized for a personalized 1 3/4" round label with 

designs and themes for all occasions including weddings, showers, or 
any special occasion

- Choose from an exceptional selection of color combinations, themes, 
border styles, titles and type styles for your customized labels

- Personalized sheets of pre-cut, self-sticking labels come ready for easy 
application on the pop’s wrapper 

- Towel pops come bulk packed in a clear poly bag
- Please allow 3-4 days for production

Give your guests a treat with these sweet Design Your Own 
Collectionlollipop favors 
Looking to make your party pop in a way that’s truly your own? Well, with 
these personalized towel “pops” you’ve got guaranteed crowd pleasers! 
They’re sweet-as-candy little reminders of your big day and you get to 
design them in your own way. And, at Solefavors, we think your way is the 
way to go! 
- Made in the classic lollipop with a rolled face towel, pink accents, clear 

plastic wrap and a wooden stick to resemble a vanilla swirled treat
- In the lollipop shape, each measures 2.5” x 5.75” 
- When opened, the towel is 8” square 
- Rolled pop is perfectly sized for a personalized 1 3/4" round label with 

designs and themes for all occasions including weddings, showers, or 
any special occasion

- Choose from an exceptional selection of color combinations, themes, 
border styles, titles and type styles for your customized labels

- Personalized sheets of pre-cut, self-sticking labels come ready for easy 
application on the pop’s wrapper 

- Towel pops come bulk packed in a clear poly bag
- Please allow 3-4 days for production

  Item id: Price level 10

  6762ST 0

Fashioncraft's Personalized 
Expressions Collection 
candle favors

Keep love's flame burning bright 
with Solefavors's Personalized 
Expressions Collectioncandle favors 
Here's your chance to get personal 
with your guests and let your 
creativity flow!  With this candle favor you can showcase your 
individual style and design a label that makes a "just for you" memento of your special day.  Sold only by Solefavors, each 2"x 2" 

Personalized Expressions candle has a frosted glass holder with a 
poured white votive candle inside.  Each comes beautifully packaged 
in a 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 
satin bow Ò perfectly fit for you to easily apply the personalized label 
of your choice.  From assorted hot color combinations, to adorable 
themed designs, to your own title you can make the label truly your 
own.  Please allow 3-4 days for processing.

Keep love's flame burning bright with Solefavors's Personalized 
Expressions Collectioncandle favors 
Here's your chance to get personal with your guests and let your 
creativity flow!  With this candle favor you can showcase your 
individual style and design a label that makes a "just for you" memento of your special day.  Sold only by Solefavors, each 2"x 2" 

Personalized Expressions candle has a frosted glass holder with a 
poured white votive candle inside.  Each comes beautifully packaged 
in a 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 
satin bow Ò perfectly fit for you to easily apply the personalized label 
of your choice.  From assorted hot color combinations, to adorable 
themed designs, to your own title you can make the label truly your 
own.  Please allow 3-4 days for processing.

  Item id: Price level 10

  5433ST 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=57l3YCP77l
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Y7l3YC177l
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/q87hO98CZ68
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Sheet of 5 
Personalised Tags - 
Baby in Blue
Personalised tags which 
can be folded and hole punched to attach to your favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text  on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attatched to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND3125 0

Sheet of 5 
Personalised Tags - 
Baby in Pink
Personalised tags whcih 
can be folded and hole punched to attach to your favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND3126 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Vcl3YC7Vcl
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=9tbw08C1tb
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/wyiO98ClH8i
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Sheet of 5 Personalised 
Tags - Gold Chalice
Personalised tags whcih can be 
folded and hole punched to attach 
to your favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum 
Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated 
tags, each tag measures when open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND32310 0

Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Open Bible Tag

Personalised tags which can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND32346 0

Personalised Sheet of 35 Square 
Stickers
Sheet of 35 Stickers - Square

One sheet of Square 35 Stickers, please allow 5-7 
days for processing

Sticker size is 37mm x 37mm

  Item id: Price level 10

  SQ-FC35ST 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=ddl3YCvvbw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=9el3YC99el
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=8fl3YC88fl
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/7B9jO98CFB9
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70 Round Labels from our 
Personalised Expressions 
Collection
One sheet of 70 Personalised Labels Size of 
Label 25 mm

One sheet of 70 Personalised Labels
Size of Label 25 mm

Please allow 3-5 days for processing

  Item id: Price level 10

  FC70ST 0

Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Bible & Candle

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND32340 0

Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Bible & Cain

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND32302 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=7Vbw08CvVb
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=ogl3YCF6gl
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=76gl3YC976
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/A2kO98CZn02
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Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Praying Communion Girl

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND32251 0

Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Baby in Pink with Teddy 
Bear

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND167 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=96gl3YC796
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=ohl3YCF7hl
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/7Vb2798CvVb
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Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Baby in Pink on Flower

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND31292 0

Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Praying Girl Communion

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND32275 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ghl3YCl7hl
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=77hl3YCZ7h
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/9Xj2798CvXj
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Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Playing Baby in Pink

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND31449 0

Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Baby in Pink with teddy 
bears

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND31488 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=97hl3YC797
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Cil3YC8Cil
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/jsnO98C9jsn
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Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Baby in blue Cuddling 
teddy bear

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND31341 0

Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Sleeping Baby in Blue

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND31452 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Xil3YC9Xil
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=98il3YCb8i
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/9DK2798CvDK
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Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Playing Baby in Blue

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND31448 0

Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Baby Playing with Teddy 
Bear

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND31469 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Xjl3YC9Xjl
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=89jl3YC19j
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/I0qO98CF4Y2
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Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - Bishops Mitre

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND32345 0

Sheet of 5 Personalised Tags - 50th Wedding 
Anniversary

Personalised tags whcih can be folded and hole punched to attach to your 
favors.

Printed Tags - Minimum Order 20 tags (4 sheets)

Sheet of 5 perforated tags, each tag measures when 
open 9cm x 2.5cm

Tags are printed in Black text on the inside so when 
folded the image is on the front and your text will be on 
the inside.
EXAMPLE:

These also can be easily hole punched in the corner, so 
they can be attached to your favors.

please allow 7 days for processing 

  Item id: Price level 10

  ND33391 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=akl3YC11cw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Lkl3YC7Lkl
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/88CrO98Cv8C
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Personalised Photo or Logo 
Mugs
Personalised Photo or Logo Mugs

You will love our photo quality ceramic 
personalised photo mugs.

You can personalise your photo mug 
with a favourite photograph and a 
special message.

A perfect personal gift mug for any occasion - ideal for Birthdays, 
Christmas, Father's day, Mother's day, House warming, Work mates, 
wedding gifts etc.Dishwasher and microwave proof. 

Mugs are packed in Bubble Wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5059 0

Personalised Porcelain 
Christmas Mugs
Personalised Porcelain Christmas Mugs

There is no better way to wish a 
relative or friend A Very Happy 
Christmas with our stunning new range 
of personalised Christmas Mugs.With a 
variety of fun and quirky designs to 
choose from these mugs are 
guaranteed to be a treat and there is nothing better then having a nice Hot 
Chocolate on Christmas morning after unwrapping your prezzy's!!!! Height 
10 cm, Diameter 7cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5061 0

Personalised Christmas Tree 
Mug
Personalised Christmas Tree Mug

You will love our Personalised 
Christmas Tree Ceramic Mug

Personalised with 1 line of text.

A perfect gift for Christmas for any 
family member or friend.

Can be sent direct to your customer usually within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5059-XTR 0

Personalised Christmas 
Presents Mug
Personalised Christmas Presents Mug

You will love our Personalised 
Christmas Presents Ceramic Mug

Personalised with 1 line of text.

A perfect gift for Christmas for any 
family member or friend.

Can be sent direct to your customer usually within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5059-PRE 0

Personalised Christmas 
Stocking Mug
Personalised Christmas Stocking Mug

You will love our Personalised 
Christmas Stocking Ceramic Mug

Personalised with 1 line of text.

A perfect gift for Christmas for any 
family member or friend.

Can be sent direct to your customer usually within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5059-STO 0

Personalised Bridesmaid 
Mug
Personalised Bridesmaid Mug

Give your Bridesmaid this personalised 
ceramic mug as a thank you for all their 
help on your special day. Can be sent 
direct to your customer usually within 
48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5060BM 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=99cw08C799
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=jll3YC9jll
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ell3YC1ecw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=7hcw08Cbhc
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=4ml3YCFkcw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Pml3YCbpcw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/BDsO98C7BDs
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Personalised Usher Mug
Personalised Usher Mug

Let your Ushers know how grateful you 
are for all of their hard work on your 
special day with a wonderful 
Personalised Usher Mug. Can be sent 
direct to your customer usually within 
48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and 
brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5059UR 0

Personalised Father Of The 
Bride Mug
Personalised Father Of The Bride Mug

Show your Dad just how much you 
appreciate all he does for you with this 
fantastic personalised mug. Can be 
sent direct to your customer usually 
within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5059FOTB 0

Personalised Page Boy Mug
Personalised Page Boy Mug

This personalised Page Boy mug 
makes a great keepsake gift on your 
special day. So why not say thank you 
to your Page Boy with this great gift. 
The mugs are ceramic and dishwasher 
safe so can be used everyday as a 
lasting reminder of someone's special 
part in your special day. Can be sent 
direct to your customer usually within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5059PB 0

Personalised Father Of The 
Groom Mug
Personalised Father of The Groom Mug

Give the Father of The Groom this 
personalised ceramic mug as a thank 
you for all their help on your special 
day. Can be sent direct to your 
customer usually within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5059FOTG 0

Personalised Maid Of 
Honour Mug
Personalised Maid Of Honour Mug

Give your Maid of Honour this 
personalised ceramic mug as a thank 
you for all their help on your special 
day. Can be sent direct to your 
customer usually within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5060MOH 0

Personalised Flower Girl 
Mug
Personalised Flower Girl Mug

Give your Flower Girl this personalised 
ceramic mug as a thank you for all their 
help on your special day. Can be sent 
direct to your customer usually within 
48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5060FG 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=9tcw08Cvtc
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=bnl3YCbvcw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Anl3YCZxcw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=7Bcw08C87B
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=9Dcw08C99D
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=tol3YC9tol
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/4KtO98CFY9t
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Personalised Mother Of The 
Bride Mug
Personalised Mother Of The Bride Mug

Give The Mother Of The Bride this 
personalised ceramic mug as a thank 
you for all their help on your special 
day. Can be sent direct to your 
customer usually within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5060MOTB 0

Personalised Mother of the 
Groom Mug
Personalised Mother of the Groom Mug

Give the Mother of the Groom this 
personalised ceramic mug as a thank 
you for all their help on your special 
day. Can be sent direct to your 
customer usually within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5060MOTG 0

Personalised Best Man Mug
Personalised Best Man Mug

This personalised Best Man mug makes 
a great keepsake gift on your special 
day. So why not say thank you to your 
Best Man with this great gift. The mugs 
are ceramic and dishwasher safe so can 
be used everyday as a lasting reminder 
of someone's special part in your 
special day. Can be sent direct to your 
customer usually within 48 hours.

Mugs are packed in bubble wrap and brown box, gift box option available.

DimensionsHeight 9 cm, Diameter 8cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  MUG5059BM 0

Personalised Cocktail 
Beverage Napkins
Substitute pretty custom cocktails 
napkins in lieu of venue-supplied plain 
napkins.  This affordable detail won't go 
unnoticed at the cocktail hour, at the 
bar, or at each place setting. We 
recommend 2-3 napkins per person, 
per hour when drinks and hors 
d'oeuvres are being served. Choose 
from any one of our Designs, and add your names, wedding date or a 
heartfelt or humorous message for guests to notice. The Design and text 
can be printed in coordinating colors, or contrasting colors at no additional 
charge!

Substitute pretty custom cocktails napkins in lieu of venue-supplied plain 
napkins. 

This affordable detail won't go unnoticed at the cocktail hour, at the bar, or 
at each place setting. We recommend 2-3 napkins per person, per hour 
when drinks and hors d'oeuvres are being served. Choose from any one of 
our Designs, and add your names, wedding date or a heartfelt or humorous 
message for guests to notice. The Design and text can be printed in 
coordinating colors, or contrasting colors at no additional charge! 

Please note: We can accommodate a maximum of 25 characters per line, 
including spacing and punctuation. Maximum of 2 lines of text, plus design. 

Napkins are 3-ply, cocktail napkins. Dimensions: 5"x5"

  Item id: Price level 10

  PPE0484 0

Personalised Stag Night T-
Shirt
Personalised Stag Night T-Shirt

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition 
to your stag event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not 
suitable for tumble drier or dry cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5201 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=0pl3YC1Ocw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ypl3YC1Ucw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=lql3YCb6ql
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=76ql3YC976
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yrl3YC17rl
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/f773798CPZ7
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Personalised Stag Party T-
Shirt Umbrella
Personalised Stag Party T-Shirt 
Umbrella

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition 
to your stag event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not suitable for tumble drier or dry 
cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5202 0

Personalised Stag Night T-
Shirt Get Down
Personalised Stag Night T-Shirt Get 
Down

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition 
to your stag event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not suitable for tumble drier or dry 
cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5203 0

Personalised Stag Party T-
Shirt with Image
Personalised Stag Party T-Shirt with 
Image

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition 
to your stag event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not suitable for tumble drier or dry 
cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5204 0

Personalised Stag Night T-
Shirt #lastnightoffreedom
Personalised Stag Night T-Shirt 
#lastnightoffreedom

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition 
to your stag event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not suitable for tumble drier or dry 
cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5205 0

Personalised Stag Night T-
Shirt
Personalised Stag Night T-Shirt

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition 
to your stag event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not 
suitable for tumble drier or dry cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5206 0

Personalised Hen Night T-
Shirt
Personalised Hen Night T-Shirt

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition to 
your hen event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not 
suitable for tumble drier or dry cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5231 0

Personalised Hen Party T-
Shirt
Personalised Hen Party T-Shirt

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition to 
your hen event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not 
suitable for tumble drier or dry cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5232 0
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Personalised Hen Night T-Shirt Pink 
Hen
Personalised Hen Night T-Shirt Pink Hen

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-shirt's will 
become a fantastic addition to your hen event.Made 
from 100% polyester with a moisture management finish which allows us to 
print in colour with long lasting results.Care guide:Not suitable for tumble 
drier or dry cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5233 0

Personalised Hen Night T-
Shirt Soon to be
Personalised Hen Night T-Shirt Soon to 
be

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition to 
your hen event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not suitable for tumble drier or dry 
cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5234 0

Personalised Hen Night T-
Shirt With Image
Personalised Hen Night T-Shirt With 
Image

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition to 
your hen event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not suitable for tumble drier or dry 
cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5237 0

Personalised Hen Night T-
Shirt Learner
Personalised Hen Night T-Shirt Learner

Comfortable, casual and fitted, our t-
shirt's will become a fantastic addition to 
your hen event.Made from 100% 
polyester with a moisture management 
finish which allows us to print in colour 
with long lasting results.Care guide:Not 
suitable for tumble drier or dry cleaning and wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5235 0

Personalised T-Shirt Mens - 
Your Design
Personalised T-Shirt Mens - Your 
Design

Looking for a great gift idea? Then why 
not create your own personalised t-shirt 
with a photo and text of your 
choice.Comfortable, casual, fitted and 
made from 100% polyester with a 
moisture management finish.  This allows us to print in colour with long 
lasting results.Care guide:Not suitable for tumble drier or dry cleaning and 
wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5210 0

Personalised T-Shirt Ladies - 
Your Design
Personalised T-Shirt Ladies - Your 
Design

Looking for a great gift idea? Then why 
not create your own personalised t-shirt 
with a photo and text of your 
choice.Comfortable, casual, fitted and 
made from 100% polyester with a 
moisture management finish.  This allows us to print in colour with long 
lasting results.Care guide:Not suitable for tumble drier or dry cleaning and 
wash at 30°C.

  Item id: Price level 10

  TS5236 0
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Personalized stemless wine 
glasses
Itís clear that these personalized 
stemless wine   glasses are a great way 
to inspire a truly memorable toast on 
your  special day
Filled with beautiful sentiments and 
love, the toast is one of a special dayís  
most special moments.  And, with these 
personalized glasses, you have the  
opportunity to put your own mark on the memories.  From Solefavorsís 
Silkscreened  Glassware Collection, each measures 3 æî x 2 _î wide, with a 
9 ounce capacity,  in the hot new stemless wine glass design ñ great for not 
tipping over or  breaking the stem! These glasses also  work well for use as  
a unique  dessert glass.  Made in the USA, each is made of clear glass and 
theyíre  perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing accuracy directly 
on the  glass in a wide variety of all occasion themes, designs, colors and 
titles that  match your theme and your personal preferences.  Sure to be a 
hit, these  wine glass favors come bulk packed.  Please allow two weeks for 
silk  screening and processing

Click here to design this item
Itís clear that these personalized stemless wine   glasses are a great way to 
inspire a truly memorable toast on your  special day
Filled with beautiful sentiments and love, the toast is one of a special dayís  
most special moments.  And, with these personalized glasses, you have the  
opportunity to put your own mark on the memories.  From Solefavorsís 
Silkscreened  Glassware Collection, each measures 3 æî x 2 _î wide, with a 
9 ounce capacity,  in the hot new stemless wine glass design ñ great for not 
tipping over or  breaking the stem! These glasses also  work well for use as  
a unique  dessert glass.  Made in the USA, each is made of clear glass and 
theyíre  perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing accuracy directly 
on the  glass in a wide variety of all occasion themes, designs, colors and 
titles that  match your theme and your personal preferences.  Sure to be a 
hit, these  wine glass favors come bulk packed.  Please allow two weeks for 
silk  screening and processing

  Item id: Price level 10

  3421S 0

White ceramic coffee mug
Perk up your guests with a 
personalized white ceramic coffee mug 
thatís a real treat

    Hereís a personalized favor that your 
guests wonít want to be without.  And 
this one will keep the memories of your 
special day brewing for years to come.  
From Solefavorsís Silkscreened 
Glassware Collection, each favor 
measures 3 æî tall x 4 _î in diameter, with an 11 ounce capacity, in a classic 
mug shape with a sturdy handle for an easy grip.  Each is made of white 
ceramic and theyíre perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing 
accuracy directly on the ceramic in a wide variety of all occasion themes, 
designs, colors and titles that match your theme and your personal 
preferences.  Sure to be a memorable addition to your guestsí morning 
routine or coffee break, these personalized white ceramic coffee mug 
favors come bulk packed.  Please allow two weeks for silk screening and 
processing as well as transit time for shipping to your location.

Click here to design this item
Perk up your guests with a personalized white ceramic coffee mug thatís a 
real treat

    Hereís a personalized favor that your guests wonít want to be without.  
And this one will keep the memories of your special day brewing for years 
to come.  From Solefavorsís Silkscreened Glassware Collection, each favor 
measures 3 æî tall x 4 _î in diameter, with an 11 ounce capacity, in a classic 
mug shape with a sturdy handle for an easy grip.  Each is made of white 
ceramic and theyíre perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing 
accuracy directly on the ceramic in a wide variety of all occasion themes, 
designs, colors and titles that match your theme and your personal 
preferences.  Sure to be a memorable addition to your guestsí morning 
routine or coffee break, these personalized white ceramic coffee mug 
favors come bulk packed.  Please allow two weeks for silk screening and 
processing as well as transit time for shipping to your location.

  Item id: Price level 10

  3204S 0
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Shooter glass
These personalized cordial/shot glass 
favors help you make your mark on 
your special day

   Cordial, or shot glasses make a 
festive choice as favors for all 
occasions.  And with these ones you, 
and your event, can make a lasting 
impression.  From Solefavorsís 
Silkscreened Glassware Collection, 
each favor measures 4î tall x 1 _î in diameter, with a 2  ounce capacity, in a 
slender cordial/shot glass shape.  Made in the USA, each is made of clear 
glass and theyíre perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing accuracy 
directly on the glass in a wide variety of all occasion themes, designs, 
colors and titles that match your theme and your personal preferences.  A 
fun favor thatís sure to be crowd favorite, these personalized cordial/shot 
glass favors come bulk packed.  Please allow two weeks for silk screening 
and processing as well as transit time for shipping to your location.

Click here to design this item
These personalized cordial/shot glass favors help you make your mark on 
your special day

   Cordial, or shot glasses make a festive choice as favors for all occasions.  
And with these ones you, and your event, can make a lasting impression.  
From Solefavorsís Silkscreened Glassware Collection, each favor measures 
4î tall x 1 _î in diameter, with a 2  ounce capacity, in a slender cordial/shot 
glass shape.  Made in the USA, each is made of clear glass and theyíre 
perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing accuracy directly on the 
glass in a wide variety of all occasion themes, designs, colors and titles that 
match your theme and your personal preferences.  A fun favor thatís sure to 
be crowd favorite, these personalized cordial/shot glass favors come bulk 
packed.  Please allow two weeks for silk screening and processing as well 
as transit time for shipping to your location.

  Item id: Price level 10

  3324S 0

Round shot glass/votive 
candle holder
For one-of-a-kind favors with personal 
appeal.

Click here to design this item
For one-of-a-kind favors with personal 
appeal, give these personalized shot 
glasses/votive candle holders a shot

 Whether you choose to use them as 
shot glasses or as decorative votive candle holders, these favors are 
guaranteed to shine!  From Solefavorsís Silkscreened Glassware Collection, 
each favor measures 2 _î tall x 2î in diameter, with a 3 _î ounce capacity, in 
a classic shot glass/votive holder shape with a thick glass base.  Made in 
the USA, each is made of clear glass and theyíre perfectly fitted to be silk 
screened with amazing accuracy directly on the glass in a wide variety of all 
occasion themes, designs, colors and titles that match your theme and your 
personal preferences.  A versatile and attractive choice, these personalized 
cordial/shot glass favors come bulk packed.  Please allow two weeks for 
silk screening and processing as well as transit time for shipping to your 
location.

  Item id: Price level 10

  3406S 0

Personalized Pint Glasses
Invite your guests to raise their glasses 
in celebration with Solefavorsís   
exclusive Glassware for All Occasions 
personalized pint glasses

  Looking for exceptional event favors 
that can be personalized to make truly 
memorable   mementos of your special 
occasion?  Well, Solefavorsís exclusive 
Glassware for All   Occasions collection 
is the clear choice.  Offered in a cheerful array of personalized   silkscreen 
designs including wedding, engagement, bridal and baby shower, 
christening,   First Communion, confirmation, Sweet 16 and 15, birthday, 
retirement and more, our pint   glass is pure class.  Perfect for beer, mixed 
drinks and soft drinks, each is 16 ounce   glass is 6î tall and 3 _î in diameter 
with the classic tapered pint glass shape and is   made in the USA of quality 
domestic glass.  Sold and packaged in bulk, Solefavorsís   Glassware for All 
Occasions pint glasses are sure to raise the bar as event favors with   
lasting appeal!    

Click here to design this item
Invite your guests to raise their glasses in celebration with Solefavorsís   
exclusive Glassware for All Occasions personalized pint glasses

  Looking for exceptional event favors that can be personalized to make 
truly memorable   mementos of your special occasion?  Well, Solefavorsís 
exclusive Glassware for All   Occasions collection is the clear choice.  
Offered in a cheerful array of personalized   silkscreen designs including 
wedding, engagement, bridal and baby shower, christening,   First 
Communion, confirmation, Sweet 16 and 15, birthday, retirement and more, 
our pint   glass is pure class.  Perfect for beer, mixed drinks and soft drinks, 
each is 16 ounce   glass is 6î tall and 3 _î in diameter with the classic 
tapered pint glass shape and is   made in the USA of quality domestic glass. 
 Sold and packaged in bulk, Solefavorsís   Glassware for All Occasions pint 
glasses are sure to raise the bar as event favors with   lasting appeal!    

  Item id: Price level 10

  3420S 0
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Black ceramic coffee mug
Perk up your guests with a 
personalized black ceramic coffee mug 
thatís a real treat

   Hereís a personalized favor that your 
guests wonít want to be without.  And 
this one will keep the memories of your 
special day brewing for years to come.  
From Solefavorsís Silkscreened 
Glassware Collection, each favor 
measures 3 æî tall x 4 _î in diameter, with an 11 ounce capacity, in a classic 
mug shape with a sturdy handle for an easy grip.  Each is made of black 
ceramic and theyíre perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing 
accuracy directly on the ceramic in a wide variety of all occasion themes, 
designs, colors and titles that match your theme and your personal 
preferences.  Sure to be a memorable addition to your guestsí morning 
routine or coffee break, these personalized black ceramic coffee mug 
favors come bulk packed.  Please allow two weeks for silk screening and 
processing as well as transit time for shipping to your location.

Click here to design this item
Perk up your guests with a personalized black ceramic coffee mug thatís a 
real treat

   Hereís a personalized favor that your guests wonít want to be without.  
And this one will keep the memories of your special day brewing for years 
to come.  From Solefavorsís Silkscreened Glassware Collection, each favor 
measures 3 æî tall x 4 _î in diameter, with an 11 ounce capacity, in a classic 
mug shape with a sturdy handle for an easy grip.  Each is made of black 
ceramic and theyíre perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing 
accuracy directly on the ceramic in a wide variety of all occasion themes, 
designs, colors and titles that match your theme and your personal 
preferences.  Sure to be a memorable addition to your guestsí morning 
routine or coffee break, these personalized black ceramic coffee mug 
favors come bulk packed.  Please allow two weeks for silk screening and 
processing as well as transit time for shipping to your location.

  Item id: Price level 10

  3203S 0

Personalized Expressions 
Collection Water Bottle 
Favors
Invite your guests to "Go Green" with 
these handy reusable metal 
personalized water bottle favors Talk 
about a favor that's contemporary, 
environmentally friendly, exceptionally 
useful and one-of-a-kind! This truly 
unique water bottle makes it fun and fashionable to go green! Measuring 
7.25" x 2.5" and able to hold 400ml/13.53 ounces, each bottle has a 
glimmering silver metallic finish, a black screw-on top for a tight seal and an 
opening for a clip. The finish is perfectly suited for silk screening the design 
of your choice directly onto the bottle with amazing accuracy. You choose 
from a wide variety of all occasion themes, colors, designs and titles to 
create your own customized artwork that you can see as you design it 
through our online animation feature that also allows you to see an actual 
proof. A Solefavors exclusive that's sure to quench your guests' thirst for 
fabulous favors, these personalized water bottles come bulk packed. 
Please allow two weeks for silk screening and processing.

Click here to design this item
Invite your guests to "Go Green" with these handy reusable metal 
personalized water bottle favors Talk about a favor that's contemporary, 
environmentally friendly, exceptionally useful and one-of-a-kind! This truly 
unique water bottle makes it fun and fashionable to go green! Measuring 
7.25" x 2.5" and able to hold 400ml/13.53 ounces, each bottle has a 
glimmering silver metallic finish, a black screw-on top for a tight seal and an 
opening for a clip. The finish is perfectly suited for silk screening the design 
of your choice directly onto the bottle with amazing accuracy. You choose 
from a wide variety of all occasion themes, colors, designs and titles to 
create your own customized artwork that you can see as you design it 
through our online animation feature that also allows you to see an actual 
proof. A Solefavors exclusive that's sure to quench your guests' thirst for 
fabulous favors, these personalized water bottles come bulk packed. 
Please allow two weeks for silk screening and processing.

  Item id: Price level 10

  3205S 0
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Personalized Glass Coasters
Create your own favor masterpieces 
with these Silkscreened Glassware 
Collection coaster favors Thereís 
nothing quite like personalized favors! 
Thatís because they are truly your own 
and they give your guests a memento 
that clearly marks the occasion! And, 
these coasters from Solefavorsís 
Silkscreened Glassware Collection 
make a fun and functional way to say exactly what you want to say in 
exactly the way you want to say it! Description and details:      Each 
measures 3.5î square     Made of clear glass, the coasters are customized 
with your choice from a wide variety of all occasion themes, colors and 
titles to match     Silkscreened right on the glass with amazing accuracy     
With our exclusive online design and proofing system, you can have fun 
customizing your design and then see the finished masterpiece right before 
your eyes     The coaster bottoms have rubber feet so they wonít slip     
Truly unique favors for weddings, showers, anniversaries and so much 
more     Please allow 10 working days for processing     These personalized 
favors come bulk packed

Click here to design this item
Create your own favor masterpieces with these Silkscreened Glassware 
Collection coaster favors Thereís nothing quite like personalized favors! 
Thatís because they are truly your own and they give your guests a 
memento that clearly marks the occasion! And, these coasters from 
Solefavorsís Silkscreened Glassware Collection make a fun and functional 
way to say exactly what you want to say in exactly the way you want to say 
it! Description and details:      Each measures 3.5î square     Made of clear 
glass, the coasters are customized with your choice from a wide variety of 
all occasion themes, colors and titles to match     Silkscreened right on the 
glass with amazing accuracy     With our exclusive online design and 
proofing system, you can have fun customizing your design and then see 
the finished masterpiece right before your eyes     The coaster bottoms 
have rubber feet so they wonít slip     Truly unique favors for weddings, 
showers, anniversaries and so much more     Please allow 10 working days 
for processing     These personalized favors come bulk packed

  Item id: Price level 10

  3206S 0

15 Ounce Stemless Wine 
Glasses (gift boxes available)
Make the most of your toast with these 
personalized 15 ounce stemless wine 
glasses from our Silkscreened 
Glassware Collection At Solefavors, we 
love the opportunity to offer favors that 
are made just for you! And that's 
exactly what we have here with these 
hot new stemless-design wine glasses 
from our exclusive Silkscreened Glassware Collection. So, have fun 
choosing your design and we'll do the rest. Then, on your event day, you're 
sure to inspire heartfelt sentiments and love as your toast takes on an even 
more personal touch.  Description and details:      Each glass measures 
4.25" x 3.25"     Made in the USA in clear glass with a generous 15 ounce 
capacity     Stemless design makes tipping over and stem breakage a thing 
of the past     Perfectly fit for silk screening your customized design directly 
onto the glass with amazing accuracy     Customize your design with 
choices from a wide variety of all occasion themes, colors and titles to 
match your event and personal preferences     These favors come bulk 
packed but gift boxes are available at an additional charge     Please allow 
two weeks for silk screening and processing

Click here to design this item
Make the most of your toast with these personalized 15 ounce stemless 
wine glasses from our Silkscreened Glassware Collection At Solefavors, we 
love the opportunity to offer favors that are made just for you! And that's 
exactly what we have here with these hot new stemless-design wine 
glasses from our exclusive Silkscreened Glassware Collection. So, have fun 
choosing your design and we'll do the rest. Then, on your event day, you're 
sure to inspire heartfelt sentiments and love as your toast takes on an even 
more personal touch.  Description and details:      Each glass measures 
4.25" x 3.25"     Made in the USA in clear glass with a generous 15 ounce 
capacity     Stemless design makes tipping over and stem breakage a thing 
of the past     Perfectly fit for silk screening your customized design directly 
onto the glass with amazing accuracy     Customize your design with 
choices from a wide variety of all occasion themes, colors and titles to 
match your event and personal preferences     These favors come bulk 
packed but gift boxes are available at an additional charge     Please allow 
two weeks for silk screening and processing

  Item id: Price level 10

  3423S 0
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Personalized 12 Oz. Wine 
Goblet Favors
Your guests will be happy to make a 
toast with these  Alto  12 Oz. Wine 
goblet favors Looking for exceptional 
event favors that can be personalized 
to make truly memorable mementos of 
your special occasion? Well, 
Solefavors's exclusive Glassware for All 
Occasions collection is the clear choice. 
Offered in a cheerful array of personalized silkscreen designs including 
wedding, engagement, bridal and baby shower, christening, First 
Communion, confirmation, Sweet 16 and 15, birthday, retirement and more, 
our wine glass is pure class. The perfect accompaniment to any celebration, 
each 12 ounce Alto wine glass is 7.50" tall and 3" in diameter glass with the 
classic stemware shape and is made in the USA of quality domestic glass. 
Sold and packaged in bulk, Solefavors's Glassware for All Occasions wine 
glasses are sure to be the toast of the town as event favors with style!

Click here to design this item
Your guests will be happy to make a toast with these  Alto  12 Oz. Wine 
goblet favors Looking for exceptional event favors that can be personalized 
to make truly memorable mementos of your special occasion? Well, 
Solefavors's exclusive Glassware for All Occasions collection is the clear 
choice. Offered in a cheerful array of personalized silkscreen designs 
including wedding, engagement, bridal and baby shower, christening, First 
Communion, confirmation, Sweet 16 and 15, birthday, retirement and more, 
our wine glass is pure class. The perfect accompaniment to any celebration, 
each 12 ounce Alto wine glass is 7.50" tall and 3" in diameter glass with the 
classic stemware shape and is made in the USA of quality domestic glass. 
Sold and packaged in bulk, Solefavors's Glassware for All Occasions wine 
glasses are sure to be the toast of the town as event favors with style!

  Item id: Price level 10

  3424S 0

Personalized 10 Oz. Glass 
Handy Mug Favors
Give your guests a personal reminder 
of your memorable day with these 
personalized 10 Oz.  glass Handy mug 
favors Just right for both hot and cold 
beverages, mugs make useful and 
popular favors. And these exclusive 
mug favors are yours to design! From 
Solefavors's Silkscreened Glassware 
Collection, each favor measures  3 1/2"  tall x 4" in diameter, with a 10 
ounce capacity, in a classic coffee mug shape with a sturdy glass handle for 
an easy grip. Made in the USA, each is made of clear glass and they're 
perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing accuracy directly on the 
glass in a wide variety of all occasion themes, designs, colors and titles that 
match your theme and your personal preferences. Destined to be a much-
used memento of your day, these personalized glass mug favors come bulk 
packed. Please allow two weeks for silk screening and processing as well 
as transit time for shipping to your location.

Click here to design this item
Give your guests a personal reminder of your memorable day with these 
personalized 10 Oz.  glass Handy mug favors Just right for both hot and 
cold beverages, mugs make useful and popular favors. And these exclusive 
mug favors are yours to design! From Solefavors's Silkscreened Glassware 
Collection, each favor measures  3 1/2"  tall x 4" in diameter, with a 10 
ounce capacity, in a classic coffee mug shape with a sturdy glass handle for 
an easy grip. Made in the USA, each is made of clear glass and they're 
perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing accuracy directly on the 
glass in a wide variety of all occasion themes, designs, colors and titles that 
match your theme and your personal preferences. Destined to be a much-
used memento of your day, these personalized glass mug favors come bulk 
packed. Please allow two weeks for silk screening and processing as well 
as transit time for shipping to your location.

  Item id: Price level 10

  3425S 0
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Personalized Frosted Glass 
Candle Holder With Wax
Versatile and alluring, these personalized 
votive candle holders shine bright as favors 
for all occasions  Give your guests a 
distinctive favor that is truly your own with 
these charming, and unique, candle favors. 
From Solefavors's Silkscreened Glassware 
Collection, each favor measures 2.5" tall x 2" 
in diameter, in a classic shot glass/votive 
holder shape. Each is made of frosted white glass with a pour white candle 
inside and they're perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing accuracy 
directly on the glass in a wide variety of all occasion themes, designs, 
colors and titles that match your theme and your personal preferences. A 
brilliant selection for weddings, showers and more, these personalized 
votive candle holder favors come bulk packed. Please allow two weeks for 
silk screening and processing as well as transit time for shipping to your 
location.

Click here to design this item
Versatile and alluring, these personalized votive candle holders shine bright 
as favors for all occasions  Give your guests a distinctive favor that is truly 
your own with these charming, and unique, candle favors. From 
Solefavors's Silkscreened Glassware Collection, each favor measures 2.5" 
tall x 2" in diameter, in a classic shot glass/votive holder shape. Each is 
made of frosted white glass with a pour white candle inside and they're 
perfectly fitted to be silk screened with amazing accuracy directly on the 
glass in a wide variety of all occasion themes, designs, colors and titles that 
match your theme and your personal preferences. A brilliant selection for 
weddings, showers and more, these personalized votive candle holder 
favors come bulk packed. Please allow two weeks for silk screening and 
processing as well as transit time for shipping to your location. Frosted 
glass candle holder with wax The 5863s is NOT individually boxed.
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